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Abstract 
An algorithm is developed for determining the exact ground state prop-
erties of quantum many-body systems which is equally applicable to bo-
sons and fermions. The Schroedinger eigenvalue equation for the ground 
state energy is recast into the form of a many-dimensional integral 
through the use of the Hub bard-Stratonovitch representation of the im-
aginary time many- body evolution operator. The resulting functional in-
tegral is then e ... -..raluated stochastically. The algorithm is tested for an ex-
actly soluble boson system and is then extended to include fermions and 
repulsive potentials. hnportance sampling is crucial to the success of 
the method, particularly for more complex systems. Improved compu-
tational efficiency is attained by performing the calculations in momen-
tum space. 
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§1. Introduction 
In this thesis, an algorithm is developed for deterrrlining the exact 
ground state properties of quantum many-body systems. The Schroed-
inger eigenvalue equation for the ground state energy is recast into the 
form of a many-dimensional integral through the use of the Hub bard-
Stratonovitch representation of the imaginary time many-body evolution 
operator . The resulting functional integral is then evaluated stochasti-
cally. The advantage of this algorithm is that fermions and bosons are 
incorporated equally into the formalism. 
Background. Exact solutions of the many-body Schroedinger equa-
tion are of interest as benchmarks against which to test approximation 
methods and as tests of given Hamiltonians by comparison with experi-
mental observables. Several methods have been used to obtain such solu-
tions. The Green's Function Monte-Carlo (GFMC) and the related path 
integral or diffusion Monte-Carlo (DMC) algorithms [Ka74,Ce79 ,Wh83] are 
the most commonly used approaches. In both, properties of many-body 
systems are calculated by filtering a trial wavefunction ciJ to the exact 
ground state. The GFMC involves filtering by means of the operator 
1/ (E+ H), while the DMC uses the propagator filter, e -HT, in the form of a 
diffusion equation. The many-body wavefunction is described statistically 
by an evolving ensemble of configurations, each of which is specified by 
the coordinates of the particles. These methods have been applied to the 
many-boson problems of liquid He [Ka74,Ce79,Ka81], liquid and solid 
hydrogen [Ce81] and three- and four-nucleon systems with state-
independent central potentials [Za81]. 
Unfortunately, the GFMC and DMC algorithms provide only a 
restricted description of fermion systems . The proper inclusion of the 
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Pauli principle is a major difficulty and has in fact precluded their unre-
stricted application to nuclear systems with A > 4 or with state-
dependent potenUals. The difficulty arises because antisymmetrization 
enforces a spatially non-local constraint between configurations differing 
by the exchange of a pair of particles - a condition difficult to apply with 
the simple local algorithms used to evolve the ensembles. 
Consider the DMC in which the Schroedinger equation in imaginary-
time is written as 
- a~~RT T) - (H - E T) ~(R, T) = [-! \72 + V(R) - E T] ~(R, T) , ( 1.1) 
where R is a 3A dimensional vector specifying the coordinates of A parti-
cles and Er is a constant shift in the zero energy. This is a diffusion equa-
tion for ~ with the \72 term representing random diffusion due to zero-
point motion and [ V(R) - Er] describing a branching process in which 
the number of diffusers changes in proportion to the density. The branch-
ing decreases/increases the probability density in regions where V(R) is 
large/small. Starting from the initial condition, ~(R ,0) = <P(R), the solu-
tion to Eq. ( 1.1), 
T 
fErdt 
~(R, T) = e 0 e -HT ciJ(R) , 
can be calculated by a Monte-Carlo method. The ground state energy is 
then given by 
Eo = lim < cp I H I ~> 
T~oo <cp I~) 
(1.2) 
For the diffusion interpretation to be valid, however, --¥ must always 
be positive (or always negative) since it is a population density. This is 
true for bosons. However, fermion wavefunctions have nodes - places 
where the wavefunction vanishes and changes sign. Theoretically, if e -HT 
could be applied exactly, beginning with an antisymmetric trial 
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wavefunction ci> would provide a good fermion energy. However, Monte-
Carlo evaluations are not exact and the diffusion process itself (Eq. ( 1.1)) 
incorporates nothing about wavefunction symmetries. Thus, rrsymmetric 
noiserr grows with T as configurations cross the nodes, and antisymmetry 
is destroyed. In fact, as T-H)Q, the denominator and nwnerator in Eq. (1.2) 
vanish. One can say that the fermion "excitedrr state relaxes to the sym-
metric boson "ground" state. 
A number of solutions to this problem have been proposed, but each 
restricts the application of the DMC to many systems of physical interest. 
The GFMC has the same limitation, since it also relies on an interpreta-
tion of the wavefunction as a de:nsity. The obvious solution involves brute 
force; i.e., starting with a good guess for cl>, keeping the total time T short 
and using a great many configurations to ensure good statistics. 
A more acceptable solution used in the GFMC and DMC algorithms is 
the fixed node approximation. Inside a connected nodal region, the 
wavefunction is of one sign and vanishes at the boundaries. If each such 
region can be treated separately, the problem becomes equivalent to that 
for bosons. This is accomplished by considering the nodal surfaces as 
fixed absorbing barriers in the diffusion process. A new probability den-
sity function f (R, T) = 'i!(R, T) ci>(R) is introduced in Eq. ( 1.1) , yielding 
~} = 2~ V2f - ! v · [ t<vci>)J ]-[ ~ci> - Er ]! . (1.3) 
The random diffusion remains the same, but the branching term now 
depends on the trial wavefunction ci>. By making a proper choice for ci>, 
branching can be reduced, improving the efficiency of the diffusion algo-
rithm - a process known as importance sampling [Ka74,Ce79,Ce80]. The 
remaining term in Eq. ( 1.3) is a drift directed by the force Vel>/ cl>. In 
regions of low probability (small cl>), this force is large, "repelling" 
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configurations. Thus, the tr]al wavefunction prevents diffusion across 
nodes by fixing their location throughout the calculation. 
The energy obtained using this method is an upper bound on E0 , 
within statistical errors. The closer the nodes of ~ are to the actual 
ground state nodes, the better the value achieved. In one-dimension, 
antisymrnetrization alone is sufficient to specify the locations of the 
nodes. In two or three-dimensions, however, antisymmetrization is not a 
sufficient condition and nodal surfaces must be determined by the 
dynamics. In this case, the nodes are not specified uniquely and only vari-
ational estimates result. This has given reasonable results in such prob-
lems as the electron gas [Ce80].· molecules [An75,Re82,Ce83] and nuclear 
systems [Se83]. 
A third way of treating fermion systems is to write the wavefunction 
as the difference of two non-negative functions - '1' = '1'+ - '1'-. A GFMC can 
then be performed using pairs of points, one from each of the two dis-
tinct populations. This has been applied to few-body problems [Ar82]. 
Unfortunately, the precise algorithm requires a sufficient density of 
points in coru4.guration space in order to filter out a significant portion of 
the symmetric components in '1'+ and '1'-. For systems containing more 
than 3-4 particles, this population requirement appears to make compu-
tations unfeasible. 
Auxiliary field Monte-Carlo (AFMC). Considering the difficulties just 
described, the development of an alternative algorithm for many-body 
ground states, useful for fermions as well as bosons, is of interest as a 
general approach to many-body physics. Two alternative algorithms, the 
method of coherent states [Ko82a,Av83] and the AFMC [Ko82b,Su84], have 
been investigated. They appear lo be related though this has not been 
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rigorously proved. Both are based on the possibility of using a different 
basis to specify the many-body system - one that allows the exact 
enforcement of the Pauli principle. Rather than working with 
configurations of particle coordinates, the wavefunction is used directly, 
so that antisymmetrization can be built in at each step. 
In the coherent state method, use is made of the resolution of unity 
operator for an overcomplete set of states [Bl80,Ko82a]. The result is a 
path integral for the system wavefunction (rather than for coordinates) 
with the evolution expressed as an fnnctional integral over all wavefunc-
tion paths [Av83]. An alternative formulation using a real Slater deter-
minant resolution of unity has also been discussed [Tr83b]. 
The auxiliary field algorithm involves a path integral representation 
of the many-body propagator. The "path" is defined not by the state of 
the system directly, but indirectly in terms of the history of an external 
one-body field coupled linearly to the density (or the pairing density). The · 
many-body wavefunction is represented by a set of single-particle 
wave functions evolving in this . random one body potential - a sym-
metrized product of single-particle orbitals for bosons or a Slater deter-
minant for fermions. 
This algorithm is motivated by a method utilized in nuclear problems 
- the mean-field approximation [Ne82b and references cited therein]. The 
mean free path of nucleons in nuclear matter is quite long for excitations 
up to the Fermi energy (10 Mev /nucleon). Thus to a good approximation, 
each nucleon feels only an average one-body field generated by the oth-
ers. This "mean-field" picture is crucial to the nuclear shell model. It also 
provides the basis for understanding many systems in condensed matter 
[Bi79] and solid state physics [Mu78]. 
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In dynamical problems, the mean-field is time-dependent and can be 
determined self-consistently by all of the nucleons. This idea is employed 
in time-dependent-Hartree-Fock (TDHF) theory. The total wavefunction of 
the system is taken to be a Slater determinant with the time evolution of 
the single-particle wavefunctions defined by a time-dependent least 
action principle - the deviation between the many-body determinant and 
the Schroedinger equation solution is minimized [Ke76,Ri80]. The TDHF 
method has been used extensively in such problems as slab geometries 
[Bo76], induced fission [Ne78], light and heavy ion systems [Ko77] and 
analytically solvable models [Yo77]. 
In the time-dependent mean-field approximation (TDMFA), attention 
_i_Ht 
is shifted from the wavefunction to the evolution operator, U(t) = e h 
where H is the many-body Hamiltonian. U( T) has several useful proper-
ties. If the Hamiltonian has eigenstates In> with corresponding energies 
En, U(t) can be expanded as 
( 1.4) 
n 
The trace, formed by summing the diagonal matrix elements of U over a 
complete set of states, is then given by 
trU(t) = ~e -iEnt , ( 1.5a) 
n 
with Fourier transform 
00 
J dt e iEt tr U ( t ) = '2: i . 
0 nE-En 
( 1.5b) 
Thus, the energy eigenvalues can be deterrn_ined by locating the poles of 
the transform of the propagator. 
Another useful expression emerges in the imaginary-time limit, 
t =-iT. In this case, the propagator expansion becomes 
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) "'I -E. T I U(T = 6 n> e n <n I ( 1.6) 
n 
As T~oo. only the ground state survives in the sum and U( T) acts like a 
ground state filter - the large T limit of the trace (which is just the parU-
tion function for a system with temperature 1/ T) decays exponentially 
-E T as e o , and the ground state energy can be read off directly. 
A different representation for the propagator is derived via the 
Hubbard-Stratonovitch transformation- an operator identity which allows 
linearization of the exponent of the square of an operator through the 
introduction of an auxiliary field (a). U(t) is expressed exactly by a 
coherent sum of one-body evolution operators, U a(t), each propagating 
the system in a time-dependent one-body potential specified by a. The 
sum is over all possible configurations of the potential [LeBOa]. This is a 
functional integral [Fe65] with the "paths" defined by the auxiliary field. 
The process may be conceived of as the extraction of an effective boson 
field responsible for the fermion-fermion interaction. A similar approach 
is used in the semi-classical analysis of relativistic field theories 
[Ra75,Da75]. 
In the TDMFA, the stationary phase approximation is used to evaluate 
matrix elements of the Hubbard-Stratonovitch representation of the pro-
pagator, <!I U(T) li>, between any given states If> and li>. Only the 
configuration - the one-body potential - expected to give the most 
significant contribution to the functional integral is retained. Note that 
this potential depends on the precise matrix element being calculated - it 
is an artificial theoretical construct which cannot be defined uniquely, let 
alone measured. Nevertheless, it does provide a convenient physical 
insight. The TDMFA has been used to extract information about bound 
states [Re79,Le80,Re80,Ne82b J, spontaneous and induced fission 
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[Le80c,Ke81 ,Ne82b], the nuclear partition function [Le80b], and scatter-
ing in many-nucleon problems [Al81a,Al81b,Ne82b,Tr83]. 
The auxiliary field Monte-Carlo (AFMC) algorithm developed here, is 
also based on the calculation of matrix elements of the Hubbard-
Stratonovitch (HS) representation of the evolution operator. As in the 
GFMC and DMC, the imaginary-time propagator U(T) = e-HT is used to 
filter a trial wavefunction, ¢, to the exact ground state 'l'; i.e., the 
ground-state energy, E0 , for a system of A particles is written as 
E0 =lim T-+oo 
<<I> I H e - HT I <I>> 
< cp I e - HT I q, > ( 1. 7) 
where <P is, in principle, any trial wavefunction not orthogonal to 'l'. When 
the functional integral expression for U( T) is substituted in the matrix 
elements of Eq. ( 1. 7), the resulting equation is amenable to exact evalua-
tion via the standard Metropolis Monte-Carlo technique [Me53]. This 
involves a random walk over trajectories defined by the HS one-body 
potential. The principle advantage of the HS expression for the energy is 
that it allows the evolving many-body wavefunction, e-HT I¢>, to be 
expressed as an combination of single-particle orbitals. For fermions, 
antisymmetrization of the orbitals can be enforced exactly throughout 
the time evolution. 
The use of an auxiliary field to eliminate fermion-fermion interac-
tions, has been applied to the restricted problem of particles on a one-
dimensional lattice [Hi83]. The system is described by a Hamiltonian 
H = H0 +HI, where H0 is bilinear in the fermion operators and 
H1 = Cntn• 
is the two-body interaction. The n are occupation numbers at a lattice 
site for electrons with spin up or down. The Hubbard-Stratonovitch 
transformation applied to the partition function 
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Z = tre -{JH = e -{J(Ho + HI) 
allows the exponent of the interaction term to be expressed in a form bil-
inear in fermion operators. The linearization is performed by introducing 
either an integral over a continuous auxiliary variable or a trace over a 
discrete Ising variable which takes on only the values ± 1. Expectation 
values , YvTitten LTJ. terms of the partition function, can then be evaluated 
stochastically [Hi82]. 
This thesis describes the AFMC algorithm. Section 2 derives the 
Hubbard-Stratonovitch representation of the many-body evolution opera-
tor. Approximate solutions of transition amplitudes using this formula-
tion are given in Section 3 and ~he relationship of this method to other 
standard nuclear physics techniques is briefly discussed. The approxima-
tions provide an indication of the proper initial conditions to be used in 
the exact AFMC solution. 
The Metropolis Monte-Carlo method and its utilization in the auxiliary 
field formalism are discussed in Sections 4-6. Section 7 describes the 
application to a simple test case - the exactly soluble delta function 
potential for a system of bosons. The vario~s contributions to the energy 
resolved by the AFMC are discussed in some detail. 
Section 8 extends the method to fermions interacting via finite range 
potentials. The formalism remains the same as for bosons, but in practi-
cal terms a procedure to maintain antisymmetrization is introduced. 
Section 9, discusses improvements in the efficiency of the method by 
working in momentum space, rather than defining the wavefunction o~ a 
space mesh. These are important if the method is to be extended to more 
realistic systems. In Section 10 the difficulties involved in applicatjons to 
repulsive potentials are treated. Two possible algorithms are then investi-
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gated for incorporating systems with strong repulsive cores. Finally, Sec-
tion 11 summarizes the results and discusses limitations of the method. 
Possible future applications are indicated. 
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§2. Hubbard-Stratonovitch representation of the propagator 
The imaginary-tilne evolution operator filters a trial wavefunction ciJ 
to the exact ground state ..Y. That is, the ground state energy E0 for a sys-
tern of A particles is given by 
<HciJ I e -HT I ciJ> 
< cp I e - HT I cp > (2.1) 
where cp is any trial wavefunction not orthogonal to ..Y. This is clear from 
the spectral expansion of the propagator: 
n 
As T ->oo only the smallest En (namely, E0 ) survives in the sum, and only 
the ground state value remains in the expression for the energy. 
Eq. (2.1) allows a more efficient evaluation of the resulting path 
integral for the energy than does use of the unselective trace of Eq. (1.5), 
since the statistical errors associated with the use of a finite ensemble of 
trajectories are reduced. (Note that if cp is the exact ground state 1 Eq. 
(2.1) will give E = E0 independent of the errors in the numerator and 
denominator.) As in the GFMC and DMC methods, the efficiency of calcula-
tions is enhanced when cp closely approximates ..Y. 
We now wish to recast the expression for the energy into the form of 
a multi-dimensional integral. This is done using the auxihary field or Hub-
bard Stratonovitch representation of the imaginary-time propagator 
U ( T) = e -HT. To derive the necessary transformation, consider the gen-
eral Hamiltonian 
H = 2:: T af3 aJap + ~ 2:: v a.f3-yo aJa ~a 0a7 (2.2) 
af3 a{3-yo 




is the density operator and 
K o.fl = T afl - ~ ~ v o.rrfl 
7 
contains the kinetic energy plus a self-interaction term which vvill be 
removed later. The subscripts ex, (3, 7, and c5 represent internal degrees of 
freedom - spin,isospin, etc. - as well as spatial coordinates. 
It is convenient to work in the interaction representation. The Hamil-
tonian is divided into an "unperturbed" part K =KaflPfla and a "per-
turbed" part v = vo.f3toP-yo.Pofl· Operators are then time-dependent and 
include evolution under K- for example, the density operator becomes 
P (t) ~ 8 Kt p 8 -Kt flo. flo. . 
The interaction many-body propagator describes evolution under the 
"perturbed" part of the Hamiltonian, v 1(t) = eKt v e-Kt [Fe71]. Writing 
this out in full, 
tl 
(-Jvi(t)dt) 
VI ( t f 't i ) = Tt e ti (2 .3) 
t! 
..Jflj(p(t), vp(t)) 
t. = Tt e ,. 
where Tt indicates the time ordering operator. The Schroedinger many-
body evolution operator is related to U1 by V(t) = e-Kt U1(t). 
The Hubbard-Stratonovitch (HS) transformation introduces an auxili-
ary field in order to reduce the exponential of a two-body operator (e.g., 
VJ in Eq. (2.3)) to a functional integral over an infinite set of exponentials 
of one-body operators. The traces of such exponentials can be evaluated 
easily and also can be approximated using the stationary phase approxi-
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mation (SPA). The transformation was originally developed to calculate 
the many-body partition function for systems containing two-body 
interactions [Hu59,St57]. It is based on the integration of an exponential 
of a quadratic form: 
(2.4) 
where Bm:n is any real symmetric matrix. This can be seen to be correct 
by diagonalizing Bmn via an orthogonal trru."'1sformation, noting that the 
required Jacobian is unity, and then performing standard Gaussian 
integrations to get a product of inverses of square roots of the eigen-
values of B. Shifting um by a constant Pm (i.e. undiagonalizing the 
exponent), results in the desired expression 
-*l:PmBmnPn d (} *l:umBrr.nUn - l:;umBmnPm 
e mn = VdefB J [I~~ e mn e mn . (2 .5) 
m 2rr 
Here, the Un have been introduced to linearize an exponent quadratic in 
p. Eq. (2.5) also holds when Pn are a set of commuting bounded operators, 
as may be seen by considering the action on a complete set of eigen-
states. This commutation requirement will turn out to be superfluous. 
Eq. (2 .5) can be applied to the propagator in Eq. (2.3) by discretizing 
the time integral into intervals !J.t such that tk = k D.t and letting the 
labels m and n in (2.5) represent a, {3, and tk so that 
Pn ~Ppa(tk) 
Un ~Upa(tk) 
Bm:n --)Ba{J,a'{./'(tk,tk') !J.t 2 
Confinjng interest to instantaneous potentials, 
Bap,a'{J'(t ,t') = Vaa'{J{J' o(t-t'), 
we obtain an expresston for the propagator for a single Lime step D.t 
u,(t::.t) = e--*(p(t),vp(t)).M = J D[u] e*(a(t),vu(t))M e-(a(t),vp(t))~t. (2.6) 
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A shorthand notation has been used here -
(p(t), vp(t)) = ~ Ppa.(t)va.a.'f3fi' P{3'a.'(t) 
a flo. ' {3' 
- and similarly for the (u(t ), v u(t )) and (u(t ), v p(t )) integrals. The me as-
ure of integration is 
[ J 
_ . [ J TI D.t dupa.(tk) 
D u - det v c5 ~-
a.flk 27T 
(2.7) 
Passing to the limit D.t ~o and from sums over k to integrals over t, 
we obtain the complete expression for the propagator from time ti to tf -
tf 
-YzJ dt (p(t), vp(t)) 
VI (t f 'ti) = Tt e ti 
tf 
lfz j(a(t) :va(t)) 
=JD[u]e ti U{(tf,td (2.8) 
where 
tf 
- J dt (a(t ), vp(t )) 
a t. VI = Tt e t 
This is a path integral expression for the propagator in which a time-
dependent auxiliary field, u(t ), which is coupled linearly to the density, 
has been introduced. At this point, it shou~d be noted that the noncom-
mutative nature of the p does not invalidate the derivation. The time 
ordering Tt implies the appropriate products of exponentials at different 
times and as f:j,t ~o, equal time commutators vanish. 
For actual evaluations, it is convenient to return to the Schroedinger 
picture. The HS representation of the many-body propagator is then 
given by 
tf 
~ J dt(a, va) 




- j dt h 17(t) 
t. 
U a= Tt e t (2.9b) 
describes the evolution with respect to 
ha(t) = 2: [Kap + 2: ap'a'(t) Va'a,B'p] Ppa(t) (2.9c) 
a,B a',B' 
= 2:: [Kap + Wap(t)] Ppa(t) · 
a,B 
Amidst all the notation, it is important to note the significance of Eq. 
(2. 9). The A-body operator U a describes the propagation due to a one-
body time-dependent hamiltonian which is a linear functional of the auxi-
liary field. The total evolution operator, U, is then a coherent sum of an 
infinite number of these one-body propagators (each involving a different 
one-body potential parametrized by a different a field) with a "gaussian 
weighting factor" e*(a,va). 
To see more clearly what this means physically, consider a Hamil-
tonian involving only an instantaneous local two-body potential, 
vaf37o = Oa-r 6116 v (xa - x 6). For simplicity, spin and isospin variables are 
suppressed so that the labels ex and (3 can be replaced by a single spatial 
coordinate and only the diagonal density operator p(x) = a t(x) a (x) con-
tributes in Eq. (2. 9c). In first quantization, the Hamiltonian is 
A p·2 A 
H= 2:: _-z._+~ ~ v(xi-x}) 
i=l 2m i¢j=l 
and the correspondi..n_g propagator is given by 
T .. * J dt dx dx' a(x ,t )v (x -x')a(x',t) 
U(T) = j D[a(x,t)]e 0 Ua(T) . (2.1 0) 
Here, a(x ,t) is a real field integration variable whose measure is defined 
in Eq. (2. 7) and 
T 
-J dt [K+ J dx dx'a(x,t)v(x-x')p(x')] 
U a( T) = Tt e 0 (2. 11) 
T A 
-J dt I: h 17( xi , t) = Tt e o i=t 
with 
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h 0 (x,t) = _..!!:__a 2;ax 2 ± ~v(O) + Jdx' v(x-x')a(x',t) . 2m 
The -( +) refers to fermions (bosons). U0 describes a simultaneous evolu-
tion of A particles from t =0 to t = T in a time-dependent potential, 
W 0 (x ,t) = J v (x -x ')a(x ',t )dx '. All particle interactions are now mediated 
through the a field. Thus, the HS transformation has mapped an interact-
ing particle problem to a system of non-interacting particles coupled to a 
fluctuating external field. 
The expansion for the propagator (Eq. (2. 9)) can be substituted into 
the expression for the ground state energy (Eq. (2.1)) to give the form 
chosen for Monte-Carlo evaluation: 
T 
~ j(a,va)dt <Hif? I U I Cf?> 
jD[a(x,t)]e 
0 
<tPIUa lct?> <Cf? IUalct?> 
E0 =lim ------------;;;-r----------. (2.12) 
r~~ f 
~ (u,va)dt 
J D[a(x,t)Je 0 <cl>l Ualct?> 
Before describing the numerical techniques required, it is important to 
understand the various energy contributions being resolved in the exact 
calculation of this integral. Therefore, some approximate solutions to Eq. 
(2.12) are considered in the next section. These also provide an indication 
of the proper trial wavefunctions and initial conditions on the a field for 
use in the Monte-Carlo process. 
The AFMC method is in some respects similar to a formulation used 
in Monte-Carlo simulations of relativistic field theories [Fu80,Bl81,Sc81]. 
In these problems, the fermion degrees of freedom are "integrated out", 
leaving only a boson theory with an effective action (ana]ogous to the our 
HS representation). The principal problem in such calculations is the 
evaluation of the enormous determinant (of dirnension equal to the 
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number of lattice sites) appearing in the effective action. This is essen-
tially due to the presence of the filled Dirac sea. For non-relativistic sys-
tems, the dimensionality of the determinant required to compute 
<clJ I U a I clJ> is relatively small and its direct evaluation is possible. This 
also emphasizes the advantage of the AFMC algorithm over the GFMC or 
DMC methods - positive and negative contributions to the norm are can-
celed exactly rather than statistically. 
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§3. Time-dependent mean-field approximation (TDMFA) 
The auxiliary field formulation for the transition amplitude between 
initial and final states I i > and If >, 
<J I Uj i> = jD[a] elflj(a,-ua) <J I Ual i> 
= jD[a]eS[a] , 
(3.1) 
can be evaluated semiclassically using the stationary phase approXlma-
tion (SPA). This a..uounts to solving oS [a] = 0 by picking out the 
configuration(s) - the field(s) a0 - which provide(s) the most significant 
contribution(s) to the integral. It seems likely that if all the particles are 
affected by the interaction, small changes of the a field will produce large 
changes in S 1 so that this approximation is valid - at least for a 
sufficiently large number of particles. An exact criterion for applicability 
is difficult to formulate, however. 
For clarity, only the simpli_fied case of an instantaneous local poten-
tial is treated, though everything in this section can be done for the gen-
eral Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.2). Setting the variation 
to zero, results in a self-consistent equation for a0 • The solution is the 
time-dependent mean-field approximation 
(3.2) 
corresponding to a transition amplitude e S[aoJ. To ensure that a real 
mean-field is obtained, the integral (3. 1) can be written instead as 
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jD[a] I <J I Ual i> I (3 .3) 
where 
Sef f [a] = 7f [ (a, v a) + i ln <J I U a I i > - i ln <J I U a I i > •] . 
The resulting SPA solution is just the real part of Eq. (3.2) and the transi-
tion amplitude is I<! I Ua li> I e 8efj[ao]. The difference between this 
0 
result and (3.2) arises from the use of different parts of the integrand to 
define the SPA. Note that the precise form of a0 is also dependent on the 
final and iritial states; i.e., the exact matrix element being evaluated. 
This points out the unphysical nature of the mean-field. It is not a funda-
mental entity and is not uniquely defined or measurable. 
We now consider an important case in which the initial and final 
states are A -particle Slater determinants: 
A 
1 i> = (A!)--* 2: n 1/J~} 
p ;j=l 
A 
I f > = (A ! ) -* L: TI cp P} , 
p :j=l 
(3.4) 
where the sum over P stands for all possible permutations. Bosons can 
be treated by replacing the per1nutations w?-th simple products. The tran-
sition amplitude for the Slater determinant wavefunctions is 
<J I U I i > = J D [a] e * J (a, v a) det < cp i I U a 11/Jf > ( 3. 5) 
= I: ( -1) P J D [a] e lfl J (a' v a) TI < cp ;j I U t 11/J P;j > 
p j=l 
In writing this, we have used the fact that U a is just a product of commut-
ing one-body operators (see Eq. (2.11)) 
A 
Ua = I1 Ub (3.6) 
;j=l 
and is therefore symmetric in particle coordinates. The SPA mean-field 




I: ( - 1 ) p I: rp / (X , t ) 1/J Pj (X , t ) 
p j=l 
a o ( x 't ) = Re __ d_e_t__;<::;..._cp...,....( x-,-t .,.--,) 1,---1/1-( x-, t-,--) >--
11/J j (X , t ) > = U t (t , ti ) 11/J j > 
lrpj(x,t)> = uto (tf,t)t 11/J!> 
(3. ?a) 
(3.7b) 
Expressed in different language, the functions r.pi and 1/lj satisfy the 
differential equations 
where 
K = p 2/ 2m-}fv (0) 
is the kinetic plus self-energy term and 
(3. ?c) 
dx' 
is the one-body potential determined by the mean-field, a0 . The mean-
field can be calculated self-consistently using Eqs. (3. 7). An initial guess is 
made for a0 which is then used to generate the wavefunctions 1/lj (x ,t) and 
rpi (x ,t) via Eqs. (3. ?c). Substituting the results in (3. ?a) gives a new value 
for a0 , for which the process is then repeated. 
In special cases, the mean-field solution can be related to other stan-
dard approaches in many-body physics. In particular, if 
If> = Ua
0 
(tf ,ti) li>, the differential Eqs. (3.7c) reduce to 
B1j;i = -[ ~- ~v (0) + J v (x -x') t 11/Ji (x ',t) !2dx'] 1/lj (3.8) 
at 2m j=l 
This is simila r to the time-dependent Hartree-F'ock (TDHF) equation but 
without the exchange term in the potential - it is actually just the 
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Hartree approximation. 
Another important special case occurs when the final state is 
required to be identical to the initial state and an eigenfunction of the 
H ·lt . . <,.; I V(tf ,t.;) I,.;> = e -i E(tf -td. am1 on1an; I.e., " .. " The single-particle 
wavefunctions are taken to be 
'lj;j(x ,t) = e -it;i(t-td'lj;j 
· ( ) - -it;j(t-tf) . cp1 x, t - e 1J;1 , 
where 'lj;j is a normalized, time-independent single-particle wavefunction 







U0 (x) = 2:: I1J;j(x)j 2 (3.9c) 
j=l 
As expected, the mean-field a0 is independent of time and just equal to 
the single-particle density. The energy E is 'determined by writing out the 
SPA transition amplitude 
e -E(tf-ti) = <i I U(tf ,ti) ji> (3.10a) 
= e*Cao,vao)(tJ-td det<cpj(x,t) j'lj;j(x,t)> 
= e*fCao,vao) fre-t;i(tf-ti) <'lj;j j'lj;j> 
j=l 
and equating the exponents to obtain 
A 
E = 2:: c i - ~(a 0 , v a 0 ) ( 3. 10 b) 
j=l 
A T> 2 A = 2:: <j j _r_- ~v(O) jj> + ~ 2:: <ij jv jij> . 
;· = 1 2m i ,j = 1 
Thus, lhe energy of the static system in the mean-field approximation is 
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the standard Hartree energy plus the self-energy term. 
It is crucial to note that the character (not the value) of the mean-
field is unaffected by the form of the initial and final states. Despite the 
fact that antisymmetrized wavefunctions (3.4) were used, only a direct 
matrix term appeared in the differential Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) and the 
energy Eq. (3.10); i.e., the SPA solutions correspond to the Hartree and 
not the Harlree-Fock approximation. This could pose a problem, particu-
larly in nuclear systems where exchange matrix elements are compar-
able to direct matrix elements. 
There is a connection between the artificial u field and nuclear field 
theory [Le80b]. The mean-field c·orresponds to the meson field generated 
by the self-consistent distribution of ferrnions . The scalar meson cou-
pling produces the direct and the vector meson coupling the exchange 
matrix elements. In particular, the one-pion-exchange-potential contri-
butes to the HF energy of nuclear matter only through the exchange 
term. 
Quadratic corrections. A study of the higher order corrections to the 
SPA clarifies the issue of the exchange matrix elements and provides · 
several interesting features. Quadratic contributions to the transition 
amplitude are obtained from an expansion of S[u] to second order in 
( = u - U 0 , the variation of a from the mean-field solution: 
J D [a] e s [a J ~ J D [ u] exp ~ S [a 0 ] 
+Jdxdx'dtdt' 0 ( ~~S(, ') ((x,t)((x',t')l U X ,t U X ,t (3.11a) 
(3 .11b) 
where the subscript indicates that the quantity 1n brackets 1s to be 
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evaluated at u0 • The second equality is derived from Eq. (2.4). Using the 
fact that the measure D [ u] is defined relative to det( v o) (Eq. (2. 7)) and 
making the change of variables from u to (,we obtain 
f 
722: (m Bmn (n f det v c5 72 
D[(]e mn = l . 
detB 
Letting m and n stand for space-time coordinates, c5 2S I c5 2u correspond 
to B and going to the continuurn limit, the result (3.11 b) follo\.YS. 
The second functional derivative of S is 
o2s -----= o(t-t')v(x-x') 
oa(x ,t) ou(x I ,t) 
-J jdx"dx"'v(x-x")v(x'-x"') C0 (x"t";x"'t"') 
= f f dx"ct-t"o(t-t") v(x-x")[o(t"-t) o(x"-x) 
+ j j dx"'dt"'C0 (x"t";x'"t'") v(x"'-x') o(t"'-t')] 
(3.12) 
where C0 is defined by 
(3.13) 
Note that C0 is just a time-dependent generalization of the familiar 
density-density correlation function. Substituting (3.12) in the quadratic 
term in (3.11 b), cancelling the ratio in det( v o), and using the identity 
detB = exp (tr lnB), yields 
det[1- Co (v o) ]-72 = exp(-}ftrln[1- Co (v c5)]) = expYz ~ trL[C0 (v c5) ]n 
n=l n 
so thal to second order 
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(3.14) 
In the stationary limit, in which I i > = If > 1s considered to be an 
eigenstate of ha and a is time-independent, C0 reduces to 
cgtatic = < i hv t ( x ) 1/J ( x ) ¥' t ( x I) 1/J ( x I) I i > - < i 11/J t ( x ) 1/J ( x ) I i > < i 11/J t ( x I) 1/J ( x ') I i > 
= p(x) o(x -x ') - p(x ,x') p(x 1,X) 
where 
A 
p(x,x 1) = ~lfl/(x)¥'i(x') 
j=l 
is the one-body density matrix. Substituting this expression into the first 
contribution to the sum over n in Eq. (3.14), the leading order correction 
to the SPA is obtained: 
*trqtatic(v o) = Yzf dxdx'dt cgtatic(x t,x't')v(x-x') (3.15) 
= -Yz (dxdx 1dt[p(x)o(x-x') -p(x,x')p(x',x)] 
v 
X v(x -x') 
= -[YzA v ( o) - Yz ~ <jk I v I kj > J ( t 1 -ti) . 
jk 
The first term exactly cancels the unpleasant self-energy term v (0) in 
(3.10b) while the second adds the proper Fock exchange matrix elements. 
To understand the physical meaning qf the remaining terms in the 
sum over n in (3.14) write C0 as 
. hat -h t h t, -h t, 
cotatic = <'!,ITt [e p(x) e (1 ][e (1 p(x 1) e (1 J li> 
<iii> (3.15) 
. I r hut ( ) -h t ll . . I r h t, ( ) -hat 'll . _ <'1- e p x e u1.> <1. e u p x' e1.> 
<i li> <i li> 
Expressed in terms of field operators, this result is just a product of two 
Green's functions, starting at t and t' and ending at t 1 and t respectively; 
i.e., it 1s just a particle-hole excitation bubble. [C0 (v o)]n is therefore 
made up of a chain of n such bubbles connected by matrix elements of 
the instantaneous interaction potential v. The trace connects the chain 
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back on itself to form the random pha~e approximation (RPA) ring, with 
the factor of -1- stemming from a counting argument about different 
n 
ways of choosing the top of the ring. 
Combining all the quadratic corrections yields an expression for the 
transition amplitude 
-[2:<1 I !f~ li> + lll:;<Jk lv lik -kj> + ERPA I(tf -t;) 
<i iU(t1 ,ti)li >~e 1 1k 
The energy of the system now contains the proper Hartree-Fock plus the 
RPA contributions, without the self-energy term. For a time-dependent 
- hu, the details are more complex, but the structure of the ~trC0 (v o) 
terms is identical, generating the self-energy and exchange pieces. 
The recovery of the exchange terms can be accomplished in another 
way. Different pairings of creation operators aJ and a{J in Eq. (2.2) will 
lead to different means of introducing the a field. Such alternative formu-
lations are useful for suggesting different approxin1ations- ie. one results 
in the Fock terms in the SPA solution with the Hartree contributions aris-
ing from the quadratic corrections. 
In the AFMC algorithm, use is made of the original pairing of creation 
operators, Eq. (2.2). This results in the appearance of density, rather 
than pairing density, operators. Typically, initial conditions are taken 
from the static mean-field solution (3.9). Thus, in exact Monte-Carlo 
evaluation, we are actually resolving the exchange, RPA, and other higher 
order corrections. This will be discussed in detail in Section 7 where the 
AFMC is applied to an exactly soluble system. 
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§4. Numerical techniques - discretization of the integral 
In the next three sections, techniques for the numerical evaluation of 
the auxiliary field energy integral (Eq. (2.12)) are discussed. A tractable 
many-body wavefunction is constructed from sets of single-particle func-
tions. The fields are then discretized on a space-time mesh and an 
appropriate approximation for the single-particle evolution operator U a 
is derived. The center-of-mass motion is treated by the addition of a har-
monic oscillator potential which confines the system to the mesh. In Sec-
tion 5, the Metropolis algorithm is described and techniques for perform-
ing the AFMC random walk are discussed in Section 6. 
Many-body wavefunction. Although, in principle, the ground state 
energy 
E =lim <rlJJHe-HT JriJ > 
o T-+a:J <rlJje-HTjriJ> 
can be found by using any trial wavefunction, cp, not orthogonal to the 
true ground state, the AFMC method is tractable only if riJ is made up of 
single-particle orbitals . In particular, symmetrized product states are 
used for bosons and Slater determinants for fermions. U a is written as a 
product of propagators, each of which separately evolves one of the 
single-particle states, Eq. (3.6), so that many-body matrix elements 
reduce to one- or two-body integrals, which can be evaluated directly (see 
Eqs. (3.4)-(3.5) for the appropriate rnatrix elements and wavefunctions). 
The limitations created by this restriction on the form of cf> are discussed 
later. 
Space-lime discretization. We consider only one . space dimension 
and bound space-time to a region O~t ~ T , I x I ~L I 2 by defining an 
(N + 1 )x~M mesh. 
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xi = (j -~M - ~) D.x, j = 1, · · · ,M D.x =LIM 
ti = (i-1)Llt, i=l, · · · ,N+1 Llt=T/ JV 
M is taken to be even to avoid points at the spatial origin - 1n case of 
potentials with singularities. Of course, we suppose that D.x and l:::.t are 
sufficiently small. For Llx, this is determined by the accuracy of spatial 
integrations, Vfhile l:::.t must be small compared to all time scales in the 
problem and must yield sufficient accuracy for the discrete evolution 
operator (see below). 
The wavefunctions are defined on the mesh, while the a fields are 
taken to be on the half-time points, i.e. aJ = a(ti-* ,xi). The equation for 
the energy (2.12) is discretized as 
N * 2.::; (a,va)iflt Hrf? 1 U 1 cp 
J D[aj]e i=t <<PI Va l rf?> < a > <rt? IUai¢ > 
E 0 ( T=N Llt) = -------,N:-:---------- , ( 4.1) * 2: (a,v a)iflt J D[aj ]e i=t <<PI Ua lrt? > 
. N M . 
where the n1easure is just D[ o-j] = TI TI d a} (since any overall constants 
i=l j=l 
cancel in the ratio) and the inner product is given by the sum 
M M 
( ) - " "' i i (A '\2 a,v a i - 6 L; aj vjk ak ux J 
j=l k =1 
N 
The discretized evolution operator is expressed as a product u a = n rPa 
i=l 
with U:, (D.t) effecting the evolution of single-particle wavefunctions from 
t · t to under the one-body hamiltonian 
. M 
h~ (xi) = -D 2! 2m + ~ vjk a~ (D.x ). (D2 is the usual 3-point discretization 
k=l 
of the second -derivative) . 
Discretization of the propagator - Crank-Nicholson approximation. 
From the standard derivation of the Hubbard-Stratonovich transforma-
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tion us1ng a discretization of the time, it can be shown that any form 
used for [J~ must meet certain accuracy requirements. Consider the aux-
iliary field representation for a single time step, Eq. (2.6). Expanding the 
exponents schematically and performing the resulting Gaussian integrals 
results in 
M 
~.vp) J e 2 = D [ (J J e7l!flt (a, va) 8 -fit (a, vp) 
r-.J C J da e7l!~t (a, va)(1 + D.t (a, vp) + ~D.t 2 (a, vp)2 .... ) 
r-.J C( YTr + 0 + ~D.t2 p2 v2 YTr ... ) 
~·v D.t 2-v'Yzv -D.t 3 
Writing out the term on the left hand side as 1 + ~D.t (p, v p).... and 
equating coefficients of D.T, w·e see that the constant C must be 
vv1-F/-21r. Furthermore, the contribution from the order D.t 2 term in the 
expansion for U a evidently corresponds to the order ~t term in the 
expansion for U. The -implication is that any discrete approximation for 
the propagator U a= TI U~ (D.t) had better be correct through second 
i 
order to ensure that the Hubbard-Stratonovitch transformation works. 
The Crank-Nicholson formula for U a• familiar from time-dependent 
Hartree-Fock calculations [Bo76,Ke76,Ko77J is of the required accuracy. 
It is also computationally efficient for the AFMC, since its effect on a 
single-particle wavefunction can be quickly evaluated. To derive this for-
mula for the propagator, we begin with the discretized Schroedinger 
equation (h = 1) 
i+l i 
i ( CfJj - cpj ~ = "' h ~.+7l! rn i +7;! (4. 2a) D.t l 7: J iC ., k . 
Here, the superscript i labels the time discretization and the subscripts 






1t:.t 2 (oj,k+l + oj,k-1- 2oj,k) + wj+Yz oj,k (4.2b) 
where wj+Yz is the auxiliary field (or the Hartree-Fock) potential at the 
half-time points on the mesh. 
The naive approximation is to set 9?i+lfz ~ rpi. If any time-dependence 
of h is ignored, this results in a formula for the evolution operator 
~i+l ~ (1 - i t:.t h) 9?i ' 
where the spatial variables have been suppressed for simplicity. Note 
that if the Hamiltonian is hermitian, the expression ( 1 - i t:.t h ) is not 
unitary. Therefore, this discretization of the propagator results in 
numerical instabilities -in particular, problems with those components of 
~having the largest modulus eigenvalues. 
A better approximation is given by 
so that 
i+l ( 1 - i h D.t I 2" i 
~ ~ 1 + i h t:.t I 2 7 ~ I (4.3) 
as can be seen by direct substitution. This is the Crank-Nicholson for-
mula. It possesses two advantages over the previous expression. First, in 
real time, it is manifestly unitary, while in the imaginary-time limit, the 
existence of h in both numerator and denominator prevents exponential 
amplification of that component of 9? associated the eigenvalue of largest 
modulus. Secondly, the expression is good through order !J.t 2 as can be 
seen by a simple expansion 
( 1 - i h t:.t I 2 " = ( 1 _ i l:lt h ) ( 1 _ i t:.t h _ t:.t 
2 h 2 ) 
1 + i h t:.t I 2 7 2 2 4 .... 
= 1 -i t:. t h - t:.t 
2 
h 2 . . . 
2 
which is just U 0 (t:.t) = e -ih!lt to second order. 
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The discrete U u involves operations using only sparse matrices - in 
fact, tridiagonal matrices, as long as a three-point expression for the 
second derivative is used in the formula for the Hamiltonian h (4.2b). 
Rewriting Eq. ( 4. 3) in imaginary time as 
(4.4) 
it is clear that the operation of finding cpi + 1 + cpi (and hence cpi + 1) is 
equivalent to inverting a tridiagonal matrix ( 1 + haT I 2). A method knovm 
as Gaussian elimination and backwards substitution provides an efficient 
algorithm for doing this [Va62]. Explicitly, consider solving Az =k for z, 
where A is an MxM tridiagonal matrix with elements labeled as 
rb 1 c 1 0 0 0 
a2 b2 c2 0 0 
A= 0 a3 b3 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
and k is an M component column vector. The components of z are given 






These equations are derived by substituting ( 4.5a) for zn _1 and zn+ 1 in 
the matrix component equation ~ zn_1 + bn zn + en zn+ 1 = kn and equat-
ing the coefficients of zn and 1. The initial values used in the recursjon 
equations are determined by the boundary conditions on z. Since the 
wavefunction vanishes at the edges of the coordinate mesh1 i.e. 
rpM = cp 1 = 0, it follows that wM_ 1 = gM_1 = 0. Two sweeps through the 
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space mesh of M points are then required to invert the matrix A usmg 
(4.5) -the first to calculate the wi and gi, the second to determine the z 
components. 
In the case of a time-dependent Hamiltonian the approximation 
. r 2 . 
9?' +I = ll + h i+Y, T I 2 - 1 9?' ( 4. 6) 
can be used by first calculating an approximate h i+72 and then performing 
the wavefunction evolution. This requires two inversions for each time 
step. 
Self-interaction term. The auxiliary field representation of the pro-
pagator contains a self-energy te.rm which was ignored in formulating the 
Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.2b). To see that this is permissible, consider a Ham.-
iltonian involving instantaneous two-body interactions 
(4.7) 








W(x,t) = J dx' V(x-x')u(x',t) . 
(4.8) 
It is evident that the self-interaction term contributes only a constant 
shifl of the energy scale %A V(O) in the time evolution. Since this does 
not affect the results, the term can be eliminated in actual computations. 
In fact, to maintain a convenient normalization of the wavefunctions, an 
arbitrary constant term is added to h 0 , without affecting the energy 
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values obtained. 
Center-of-mass motion. In nuclear systems, all particles are of 
approximately lhe same mass. Therefore, the center-of-mass of the sys-
tern cannot be fixed. To get around this problem, an harmonic oscillator 
potential is included which confines the system within the space mesh. 
The Hamiltonian for A particles then has an additional term 
Ho = ~ mA0 2(2: xi/ A)2 , 
i 
containing both one- and two-body pieces. ·when this is incorporated into 
the auxiliary field equation, Eq. (4.8), the additional terms 
m02 m02 J -*-A-x2 +-A-x [ dx'x'a(x',t)] 
are added to the one-body Hamiltonian hu and the exponent in (a, v a) has 
an extra piece 
m02 rj~ )2 -A-l a(x')dx' . 
These changes are easily incorporated into the calculation. The resulting 
ground state energy is merely shifted by the zero-point energy of the 
os cilia tor, namely Yz tzn. 
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§5. Metropolis algorithm 
The expression for the ground state energy in Eq. (2.12) is a form 
amenable to Monte-Carlo evaluation. This is evident when the equation is 
written as 
j D[a] W[a] <H~I Ual ~> 
. <~ I Vai~> E = hm---------- -
0 T-+oo J D [a] W [a] (5.1a) 
where 
(5.1b) 
W[ a] plays the role of a probability distribution for an evaluation of the 
energy term <H~ I U a I <P>/ <<PI U ~I <P>. 
The integral (5.1) can be evaluated using a Monte-Carlo technique 
developed by Metropolis et al. [Me53,Bi79]. The Metropolis algorithm is a 
Markov process - that is, instead of choosing a set of configurations a ran-
domly and weighting them according to some factor , W, it constructs a 
random walk through configuration space according to W and weighs the 
resulting configurations equally. Applied to the auxiliary field representa-
tion, an uncorrelated sequence of a fields is generated, distributed 
according to the weight functional W[ a]. The energy is then simply the 
average of the estimator term, <H<PI Uai<P>!<<PI Uai<P>, over the various 
configurations. 
The precise algorithm is stated as follows: 
Metropolis algorithm. Let W [a 1] be the weight of the initial 
configuration I. If changing a1 to au results in a 





-~---->a uniform random number on [0, 1] . 
W[a1 ] 
Otherwise the change is rejected and configuration I is kept 
as the new configuration in taking the energy average. 
The Metropolis algorithm can be proved rigorously using the central 
limit theorem. However a more intuitive argument shows that a Markov 
chain, established according to the above rule, asymptotically 
approaches the distribution of states determined by the weight W. Con-
sider a change from configuration I to configuration II, where the weight 
W[au] > W[a1 ]. Such a move has an a priori probability TI-+II = Til-+!• 
since this is just determined by the probability of a random walk in any 
direction. Using the Metropolis algorithm, the total transition probabili-
ties for changes between configurations I and II are just 
W[au] 
T(I -'~II)= TI-+II W[al J 
T(II-'~I) =Til-+!= TI-+II . 
The total number of transitions between states I and II, N1 +--+II, is given 
by the transition probabilities times the populations, N1 and Nu. of those 
states 
NHI = N1 T(I-+II) = N 1 T(I-+II) Wian]] 
W UJ 
Nu-+I =Nu T(II-'~I) = Nu T(I-'~II). 
Then the net change in population between the two states is 
W[au] Nu 
!J.Nr-+II = N1 T(I-'~II) [ W[al] - l'lr j 
Note thal as long as the population ratio l'ln/ .1."11 is smaller than that 
determined by the relative W[ a], Nu increases. Contrarily, if the N ratio 
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is the larger, Nu decreases. Therefore, asymptotically - after many moves 
- the Metropolis algorithm results in a distribution which is the same as 
that of the weights W[aJ A similar discussion holds when W[au] < W[a1], 
of course. 
Many transitions ar-"aii result in large changes in the weights. Hence 
the probability of acceptance of a given change is small and convergence 
is slow. To remove this difficulty, one can introduce a parameter D. and 
require that I all - a1 I <D. in some sense. The parameter D. is adjusted so 
that the acceptance ratio - the percentage of changes accepted - is 
appropriately large. However, the size of the changes in a must not be 
limited too stringently or the new configuration vvill be highly correlated 
with the previous one. This \vill slow the approach to the asymptotic 
region, creating difficulties in the energy calculations (see the discussion 
of error analysis in Section 6). 
The Metropolis algorit:b.m requires that W[ a] be positive definite. This 
condition is always satisfied by symmetrized product boson states and 
spin and/or isospin symmetric fermion Slater determinant wavefunctions 
in a state-independent potentiaL More general systems, in particular 
those with partially filled levels [Hi83], are not guaranteed to meet the 
requirement. If W[a] is not positive definite, I WI can be used as the 
weight and the sign WI I WI appended to the energy contribution from 
each configuration. However, even here W must be predominantly of one 
sign for the denominator in (5.1a) to remain large and good statistical 
accuracy be achieved. While we have no guarantee that vV is well-behaved 
in the general case, results for fermion systems treated by other 
methods offer some encouragement on this point [Bl81]. 
As is also clear from the form of the weight factor, the integrals over 
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u in (5.1) will not converge unless (u,vu) is negative definite; i.e., the 
eigenvalues of the potential v are all less than zero. For attractive poten-
tials this creates no difficulties. In the repulsive case, one can enforce 
this condition by adding an appropriate two-body inleraction term to H 
which shifts E0 in a trivial way (Section 10). 
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§6. Numerical techniques - Metropolis calculation of the integral 
The Metropolis algorithm is applied to the discretized auxiliary field 
integral, Eq. ( 4.1) , by making random changes in the value of the a field 
at points on the space-time mesh (aj). Each such change results in a new 
field configuration for which the Monte-Carlo weighting test can be 
applied and an energy estimator calculated. A sweep or trajectory is 
defined as completed when changes have been attempted for all points on 
the space-time mesh. 
In practice, the a field is updated for all space points at a single time 
value before the acceptance/rejectance test is applied. Energy contribu-
tions are calculated only after this has been done for all times, i.e. at the 
end of a trajectory. In fact, energies are actually estimated even less 
often, due to the necessity of using statistically independent values in 
averaging (see error analysis, below). 
Computation of the Metropolis weights. There are two computational 
simplifications that result from this method of performing the Metropolis 
random walk. The weight function in discretized form is 
Where U.; _= e -hu(td l!.t · th l t· t f t t t Consl·der-.. 1s e evo u 1on opera or rom i o i+l· 
ing the e xponential factor, it is evident that changes in the a field at a 
fixed time point ti, affect only one piece in the sum, giving a net contribu-
tion to W[ au ]I W[ a1 ] of 
e --*Lh{J cU; d;r;' (aJ(x,td v(x-x') aJ(x',td- J cU; d;r;'au(x,td v(x-x') au(x',ti)] 
The a fields at other time slices can ignored. 
A further gain in computational time is achieved by evolving the trial 
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wave function <<PI from the left once before the Monte-Carlo sweep begins 
and storing the resulting <<PI UN UN-l ... Ui for all i. During the sweep, 
the "changed" fields a' are used to evolve the wavefunction forward, so 
that at any time i, the wavefunction U'i-l U'i-2 ... U' 1 1 <P> is known ( U'i 
describes evolution under the "new" potential determined by a'). To per-
form one step in the Metropolis walk, only a single evolution, Ui ', and the 
calculation of two overlaps of already known wavefunctions 
are necessary to determine the matrix element contribution to the 
weight ratio. 
Initial conditions. The efficiency of AFMC calculations is enhanced if 
the trial wavefunction <P closely approximates the true ground state --¥. In 
actual calculations we have used either the stationary phase approxima-
tion (SPA) states (Hartree solutions) or a basis with variationally set 
parameters (Section 8). 
The initial condition on the u field is also taken to be the SPA solution 
in the Hartree limit- namely a0 from Eq. (3.9c) -at all time slices: 
A 
Uinit (xj ,ti) = 0 0 (xj) = I: 11f!t (xj) 1 2 for all ti . (6.2) 
l=l 
This is just the particle density; i.e., the mean-field generated by all of 
the particles in the stationary limit. 
Importance sampling. To improve the efficiency of the Metropolis 
random walk, the AFMC algorithm incorporates a form of importance 
sampling - a biasing of the trajectories beyond that determined by the 
weight factor W. In general, if the same size random change is made for 
aJ at every space-time point, a great many configurations will be 
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rejected. For example, the tails of both the trial and ground state 
wavefunctions are likely be very similar w:bile their peaks may be consid-
erably different. Thus the size of a step which would be be accepted for a 
point in the tail region would be far too small to allow points in the peak 
to approach their asymptotic values in a reasonable amount of computer 
time. 
The importance sampling technique used to improve convergence is 
one in which changes in the u field are scaled according to some field 
71(x ,t ). That is, the new sigma field a' is randomly generated from the old 
field by 
u'J = ·u j + o 77} !J.u ( 6. 3) 
where j and i indicate points on the space-time mesh, o is a random 
number between -1 and 1, and !J.u is a constant factor used to increase or 
decrease the overall size of the random steps. Typically, the scaling field 
7J is only a function of spatial coordinates; i.e., it is the same at every 
time slice. A reasonable choice for 77 has been found to be the initial 
sigma field, U0 , so that fractional changes are being made in the field. 
It turns out to be practical to choose , !J.u - a measure of the size of 
changes in u - so that 30-70% of the 1noves are accepted according to the 
Metropolis test; i.e., the acceptance ratio is between 0. 3 and 0. 7. This 
enables the u field distribution to converge to the asymptotic limit in a 
reasonable amount of computer time. Of course the precise value for !J.u 
is highly dependent on the choice of the weighting scheme as discussed 
above. In a general way, a value of !J.u on the order of one indicates a rea-
sonable choice of the importance sampling field 7]. 
Error analysis. There are absolute constraints on the accuracy of 
results obtained using the AFMC, imposed by the numerical techniques, 
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especially the use of a finite time step D.t. The algorithm is, of course, 
exact as b.t --)0 but this limit is impossible to reach in actual calculations. 
A lower bound on the time step is set by the rate at which the trial func-
tions evolve. Too small a D.t and the evolution operator will not filter the 
system to the asymptotic limit in a reasonable number of steps. On the 
other hand, an upper limit on b.t is imposed by the accuracy with which 
N 
I1 U~ for the discretized propagator (the Crank-Nicholson version), 
i=l 
approximates U a( T). In practice, D.t is set approximately according to 
time scales in the problem and then varied until consistent results are 
obtained for different step sizes. 
Statistical error analysis is performed as for standard Gaussian 
statistics [Bi79]. The estimate for the energy is given by E±oE, where 
m+Tna 
E = -1 I; E(v) 
m i=mo 
V = iTcorr (6 .4) 
is an average calculated only once every Tcorr sweeps, over a total of 
(m+m0 )Tcorr trajectories, and 
1 m+mo 
(oE)2 = m(m-1) il [E(v)- _EJ2 
0 
(6.5) 
is the standard deviation. E(v) is the energy estimator 
<H tP l U a I¢> I<¢ I U a I¢> after v Metropolis sweeps. 
The energies E(v) must not be affected by the initial conditions on 
the wavefunctions and a field. In order to ensure this, V 0 = m 0 Tcorr tra-
jectories are performed before contributions to the energy average are 
taken. For v larger that v0 , E(v) should differ from E by no more that 
expected statistical deviations - the asymptotic limit. The value for the 
relaxation time is checked by performing a special long run and ensuring 
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that the resulting energy average does not differ from those found in the 
production runs. The use of different initial conditions provides another 
test of the relaxaUon. 
Once the initial relaxation has occurred, the precision of the energy 
estimate is increased by averaging at many subsequent times. Any 
desired precision can, in principle, be achieved sim_ply by increasing the 
sample size m. In practice the m -* dependence of the statistical errors 
renders it impractical to compute observables to a precision greater 
than 1%. 
For the averages to be meaningful and for the calculation of variance 
to be valid, statistically independent values must be used. Since each 
configuration is generated from the previous one, some correlations are 
to be expected. This can be taken into account by allowing a sufficient 
number of trajectories, Tcorr, to occur between each contribution to the 
energy estirnator (see Eqs. (6.4)-(6.5)). To determine the correct value for 
this quantity, a correlation test on the energies is performed. The auto-
correlation function C is given by 
C = <E(t) E(t +T)>-<E(t )> <E(t +T)> (6.6) 
Vf<E2(t)-<E(t)> 2) (<E2(t+T)>- <E(t+T)>2) 
where the time variables t and T now refer to computational time; i.e., to 
the number of trajectories. Note that if the energies at different times 
are completely uncorrelated, the autocorrelation C vanishes. In actual 
calculations, the energies are considered sufficiently uncorrelated when 
C is less than 0.1. The correlation length, Tcorr, is then defined as the 
number of trajectories satisyfing this condition. 
The relaxation times and correlation lengths are strongly affected by 
the choice of the importance sampling field 7]. A poor choice of the 
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weighting for the random walk will result in a need for a great many tra-
jectories in order to compute statistically independent values . For a p ar-
ticularly poor case , the system will fail to approach the asymptotic region 
within a reasonable amount of computational time. 
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§7. Model calculation- the delta function potential 
For a first investigation, the AFMC method is applied to a system 
which is exactly soluble and has been studied in some detail. This allows 
appropriate initial conditions to be set up so that convergence to the 
known answers can be investigated. It also permits a detailed considera-
tion of the various energy contributions beyond the mean-field values 
being resolved by the AFMC. 
The model system consists of A bosons of mass m in one-dimension, 
interacting 1-\rith each other through an attractive zero-range potential of 
- strength Yo - the delta function potential. The Hamiltonian is given by 
A p·2 . 
H = i~l 2:n- }fVo i~i o(xi- xi)+ 7fmA02(~ xi/ A) 2 , (7.1) 
where an harmonic oscillator of frequency 0 has been added to the sys-
tern to confine the center-of-mass motion. By measuring lengths in terms 
n; 2 v;2 
of m and energies in terms of ---,f-, the interaction strength Yo can be 
removed from the problem so that the only meaningful parameter is A 
(and 0, but this is not intrinsic to the system). For notational conveni-
f12 ' 
ence, in the following discussion, -is set equal to 1. 
m 
The Hamiltonian (7.1) with 0 = 0, (i.e., without the harmonic oscilla-
A 
tor), has solutions of the form ~ = TI j (xi -xi). Note that if the 
i,j=l 
wavefunction is antisymmetric in any two variables, one of the delta func-
tion interactions in the Hamiltonian will not contribute, and the system 
will then be unstable with respect to breakup into two subsystems. There-
fore, only systems with complete spatial symmetry form bound states -
i.e. bosons or ferrnions having a "color" degree of freedom with degen-
eracy A, which provides the correct antisymmetrization. The analytical 
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solution [Mc64,Mc65,Ca75,Yo76] shows that a boson systems has exactly 
one bound state ·with eigenvalue 
(7.2) 
and eigenfunction 
CA =A! [(A -1)! v~- 1]* is the normalization factor. 
Mean-field approximation and higher order corrections. The Bar-
tree mean-field approximation solution [Ca75] uses a product trial 
wave function 
A 
~ H ( x 1 ' · · · 'x A ) = IT cp b ( xJ (7.3) 
i=l 
and minimizes 
"\'Vith respect to the normalized single particle wavefunction CfJb (x). This 
results in an equation for CfJb 
[-~\72- ~ (A-1) lcpb(x)l2-~] cpb(x) = 0 
with one bound state solution 
and single particle energy 
c = - V02 (A -1) 2 I 8 
The Hartree energy of the bound state 
EH = <Ho=o> =A[~+~~ (A -1) J I fPb 1 4 ] 
= - Lv:2 (A -1)2 
24 ° 






Recalling that the particle number is the only parameter in the 
model after appropriate scaling, an exam.inalion of the Hartree values 
suggests an expansion in ~ . Perturbation theory provides the correct 
series and gives systematic corrections to the mean-field approximation. 
The Hamiltonian is divided into an unperturbed part involving the Bar-
tree definition of the single particle potential 
Ho = ~ [ ~ Pl - (A -1) Vo I 'Pb ( xJ 1 2] 
~ 
(7.6a) 
(note the similarity to equation (7.4a)) and a perturbed part which repro-
duces the correct interaction 
V = -~ I,:o(xi-xj) + (A-1)~2.: I'Pb(xi) 1 2 
i:Fj i 
The single particle solutions to (7.6a) are just the bound state 'fib and the 
excited continuum states 
( ) _[r2 Va(A-1) 
2 ik~V0 (A-l)xf[tanh(~(A-1)~ x) -ik 
'Pk x ~ 41T e 1 + ik (7.6b) 
with energies 
ck = (A -1)2 V02k 2/ 8 . (7.6c) 
The lowest order correction term in the perturbation series is then 
b.E2 = 2::; I < cp H I v I cp l > < cp l I v I cp H > 
l (EH-Ez) 
where <Pz are a complete set of excited states of the Hartree equation 
constructed from symmetrized products of the eigenfunctions 'fib and 'Pk 
[De74]. The prime indicates that the sum excludes cp H. Explicitly, 
(7.7) 
which is of order A2 . 
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The terms in the perturbation series can be shown djagram.matically 
by use of the Goldstone expansion [Fe71]. While this expansion is derived 
for fermions, it can be applied to a boson system by introducing a :ficti-
tious "color" degeneracy and disregarding the unphysical color singlet 
(see Figure 1 and Table 1). The A dependence of the various diagrams is 
easily determined. Any linked diagram has I interactions and C closed 
loops. The contribution of each interaction yields a factor of (A -1)2 from 
the normalization of the eigenfunctions (7.4b,7 .6b) and a factor of 
(A -1)-1 from the integration over spatial variables. (All wavefunctions 
depend on (A -1)x and the potential has zero-range allowing the removal 
of the A dependence by a change of variables.) A diagram containing I 
interactions, also has I -l energy denominators, each yielding a factor of 
(A-1)-2 (7.4c,7.6c). Closed loops contribute as A from the sum over 
"color" degeneracies. Thus the overall dependence of the energy goes as 
A C+ 2-I. Self-energy insertions in the propagators have C= 1 and I= 1 and 
hence are independent of A. 
In Figure 1, the term labeled SPA is that part of the Hartree energy 
which has order A 3 . The A 2 energy cgntributions come from the 
exchange diagram labeled n = 1 and the random phase approximation 
(RPA) diagrams . The n = 1 term provides the remaining contribution to 
the Hartree energy, being incorporated with the SPA diagram into equa-
tion (7.5). The n=2 diagram, the first term in the RPA series, yields the 
M 2 energy explicitly derived in Eq. (7.7). The rest of the order A2 correc-
tions arise from the remainder of the RPA chain. In passing, it should be 
noted that this expansion, which allows the A3 contribution to be 
restricted to a single diagram, depends crucially upon the choice of basis 
in Eq. (7 .6). 
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The spurious center-of-mass motion leads to corrections of order A -l 
relative to the leading term. If the mean-field solution is obtained for the 
A 
Hamiltonian without the center of mass energy Hc .m. = - 2~ ( ."2::: Pi )2; i.e., ~=1 
for Ho=o-Hc.m., the Hartree energy obtained is so that 
A(A-l)V 
Ec m = 0 , an order A 2 correction. . . 24 
In summary, the exact energy is made up of the following contribu-
tions: 
with 
EH = -A(A-1) 2 Yo m/24h2 = (AA- 1 j EA 
+1 
the Hartree energy, 
1 
Ec.m. = ( --j EA 
A+l 
the center-of-mass term, and 
D.E2 = .9956( -A 1 j EA 
+1 
(7.8) 
the leading order (RPA) correction. The center-of-mass term makes up 
exactly half of the difference between the Hartree and exact ground state 
energies, with all but .5% of the remaining gap accounted for by the lead-
ing term in the RPA chain. Choosing the Hartree wavefunction as the trial 
state means that essentially, the order A2 center-of-mass and RPA ener-
gies must be resolved by the AFMC. 
AFMC model calculation. AFMC calculations of the ground state 
energy E( T) ::: lim <H~ I e ~~T I <l>> for the delta function interaction have 
T-+oo <¢ e- I¢> 
been performed for several different numbers of particles. For this 





Since the wavefunction consists of A identical one-body functions and the 
evolution operator U a is exactly the same for each, the problem is 
equivalent to that for a one-particle system; ).e. only one single-particle 
wavefunction and one a field must be used in the calculation. Of course, 
in determining many-body matrix elements, appropriate powers of A are 
necessary. 
For simplicity, physical uni~s appropriate to nuclear systems are 
used- h2!m = 41.47 MeV-fm2 and V0 = 41.47 MeV-fm. Parameters for the 
A =6, 10, and 20 particle systems are given in Table 2. A mesh is used con-
sisting of 30 spatial points and up to 160 time points. The results are 
checked not to have any significant dependence on the size of the 
discretiz ations in spac e and time, D.t and D.x, when these parameters are 
small enough. Typical values of !J.t are on the order of 10-26 -10-25 s, 
while the spatial mesh interval is about 0.1 fm. 
The strength of the center-of-mass harmonic oscillator can be chosen 
freely within certain limits. The oscillator length, rc.m. = v'n/-mA.O, is 
required to be smaller than the mesh size, L I 2 , so that the system is 
confined and zero boundary conditions can be imposed on the single-
particle wavefunctions at x = ± L I 2 . The edges of the mesh will then 
have no affect on the solution. This condition provides a lower bound on 
the frequency 0. 
As remarked earlier, for the Metropolis algorithm to be usable, the 
exponent in the weight fa ctor (a, v a) must be negative definite (Section 
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5). This is identical to requiring the potential v to have only negative 
eigenvalues. Since v now includes both the delta function potential and 
the two-body piece from the harmonic oscillator, the negativity condition 
enforces another bound on 0 . Consider the eigenvalue equation 
2 L/2 
VJ(x)=-V0 j(x)+ mO x J dx'J(x')x'=A.j(x). (7 .1 0) 
A -L/2 
Expanding f (x) in a Legendre series, it is immediately clear that the only 
solutions are 
A=-~ 
with f (x) any function orthogonal to x and 
J(x) =ex 
The nontrivial eigenvalue provides an upper limit for 0. 
Thus, the oscillator frequency can be taken to be anywhere in the 
range 
(7.11) 
For the given systems, a convenient choice for the center-of-mass oscilla-
tor is !ill. = 25 MeV. This corresponds to a oscillator length of 
rc.m. = vf1.657 A fm - several times the space discretization. The precise 
values for r c.m., as well as the potential eigenvalues A., are given in Table 
2. Use of the harmonic oscillator, shifts the exact ground state energy, 
E0 , by the zero-point energy, ~hO = 12.5 MeV. To check that the system 
is being properly confined by the potential, different choices of 0 are 
tested for total times T in the asymptotic limit. The resulting values for 
the ground state energy E( T) vary in the expected way. 
In the Hartree mean-field limit, the oscillator term can be treated 
non-self-consistently since it gives only a very small contribution to the 
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energy for the parameters used -
!J.Ec.m. = ~=A 0 2 12 [A J I 'l'b (x )12x2 + ~A (A -l)(j I 'l'b (x Wx )2] 
=~02Jic;ob(x)l2x2. 
The total Hartree energy for the confined delta function potential system 
(7.1) is 
Parameters for the Metropolis random walk. The trial function ¢ is 
taken to be the Hartree single-particle product wavefunction of Eqs. 
(7.3)-(7.4). Following the discussion of Section 3, an appropriate choice 
for the initial a field is the SPA solution for the Hariree case, Eq. (3 . 9) -
a initial = A r,ol(x). Importance sampling is implemented by weighing 
changes in the a field according to the initial field; i.e., the weighting field 
7} in Eq. (6.3) is just ainitial· Table 2 gives the Monte-Carlo sampling 
parameters. The size of changes in a, weighted according to the initial 
field, range from D.a = 2.0-5.0, giving an acceptance ratio between 0.50 
and 0.60. 
To obtain correct energy values, the number of trajectories required 
for relaxation from the initial conditions and for decorrelation of energies 
must be determined. These values are, of course, highly dependent on the 
choice of the imparlance sampling field and the size of D.a. For the 
parameters chosen, a "thermalization" interval of some 1000 sweeps is 
taken before the calculation of the energies begins . To test that this ini-
tial relaxation period is sufficient, a couple of long runs of up to 20000 
trajectories are made, with no change in the resulting energy values. A 
variety of choices for D.a are also used to check the thermalization; all 
yielded the same results. 
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To assure that only statistically independent energies are averaged, 
the autocorrelation test of Eq. (6.6) is performed. A typically example for 
the ten particle system is sho-vvn tn Figure 2 as a plot of the autocorrela-
tion function C( T) versus trajectory number. The correlation length, 
Tcorr, is taken to be the number of trajectories at which C falls to less 
than 0.1. For the systems chosen, Tcorr = 20-25 trajectories (Table 2). 
Contributions to the energy are then computed only once every Tcorr tra-
jectories. The energies are calculated over the toooth to soooth trajec-
tories, so that some 200 to 250 field configurations are used in the aver-
ages. Note that the initial relaxation period is some 40-50 times Tcorr. 
Results. Results are shown · in Figures 3-5, in the form of plots of 
E ( T). The dashed and dotted lines indicate the Hartree and exact ener-
gies respectively, including the harmonic oscillator contribution. Two 
energy estimators are used: the standard <<P I H U CTI ~>I <<P I U a I <P> and 
the equivalent form with the Hamiltonian on the right, 
<ciJIUa iH<P>!<<PIUalciJ>. For reference, the case of a time step 
D.t = l.Oxto-25s where the discretization is slightly too large for proper 
evolution is displayed in Figure 4. The data points in the asymptotic 
region are consistently slightly below the exact energy value and that 
given by the next smaller time discret~zation. Thus the correct size for D.t 
can be determined by performing the AFMC with various size time steps 
and checking that the results converge to the same value. 
E( T) shows an initial relaxation and then asymptotically approaches 
a value which fluctuates around the expected result for each A. The con-
vergence becomes more rapid with increasing numbers of partcles. This 
is due to the nature of the spectrum of excited states of the model, in 
which the energy gap to be resolved increases with increasing A. Consider 
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Figure 6, where the logarithm of the difference between E( T) and its 
asymptotic value are plotted for A= 10. Two different relaxation scales are 
clearly seen. 
The rapid initial relaxation is related to the energy gap between the 
intrinsic ground state and the excited states. Suppose the trial 
wavefunction <P can be ·written approximately as 
<P r-..J ¢ 0 + cxci> 1 cx<<1 
a linear combination of the ground (E0 ) and first excited states. The 
latter consists of A -1 bound particles plus one particle in the excited 




<H<P I e -HT I <P> 
<<P I e-HT I <P> 
<Eo ipo + o:E 1 cpl j e -Eo T cpo + cxe -ElT cpl > 
<Po+ cx'ltlie-E"T(<Po + cxe(!it~ -El)Tci>l)> 
- [Eo + a2E1e-D.E TJ 
[ l + a.2e -D.E TJ 
(7.12) 
where !J.E = E 1 - E0 is the energy gap. In this approximation, a plot of 
f (E( T)-E ) 
ln l E H _Eo 0 versus time T will have slope -!J.E. In Figure 6, this slope 
is indicated by the dotted line. It is a lower bound on the relaxation, since 
other excited states also contribute in Eq. (7 .12). The dashed line is as so-
ciated with the relaxation of the center-of-mass motion in the harmonic 
oscillator potential. While the asymptotic region is not reached for ti1nes 
T used in the calculation, T is long enough for the oscilJator energy to be 
re solved within stalistics. 
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Figure 7 shows plots of the wavefunction for the 10 particle system, 
averaged every 20 trajectories, over the range from 1000-2000 sweeps. 
The wavefunctions are obtained for calculations with N, the number of 
times steps, set at 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100. For the parameters used, the 
asymptotic limit of the ground state energy is reached after approxi-
mately 80 time steps. After that, the wavefunctions are identical within 
error bars except for normalizations. 
The wavefunction normalizations are arbitrary since various constant 
factors have been altered in the propagator exponent - the self-energy 
term is removed (see Section 5) and a constant equal to the Hartree 
single-particle energy (7.4c) is introduced to h 0 precisely in order to 
maintain the wavefunction norm. These factors do not affect the energy 
values obtained. In the asymptotic limit, the wavefunction normalization 
is ex-pected to rise exponentially as e -Eo T_ 
The wavefunction error bars are primarily due to the statistics gen-
erated by the random walk in the thermalized region. However, the 
center-of-mass oscillation has not been removed and so some of the vari-
ation particularly at the peak is due to zero point motion. This is fairly 
small since the oscillator length is only a few mesh spacings. 
A plot of the u field for the 10 particle system is shown in Figure 8. 
Once again, each field value is the result of averaging every 20 trajec-
tories, over the range from 1000 to 2000 sweeps. The u field is extremely 
erratic in nature and a question arises as to how such a random one-body 
potential, W(x) = - V0 u(x ), is generating the correct results. However, 
the wavefuncUon reponds very little to wild fluctuations in the u field. 
The evolution of ¢ produces physically reasonable functions (Figure 7), 
allowing accurate calculations of expectation values. The lack of 
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smoothness in the a field is, of course, caused by the method chosen for 
the Metropolis walk, where single points in space-time are randomly 
changed. The possibility of a better, more physical, algorithm is dis-
cussed in Section 9. 
These results provide an encouraging demonstration that the AFMC 
method can be applied to describe the ground state energy of a simple 
many-boson system. A typical calculation of some 60 time steps took 4 
hours of CPU time on a VAX 11/750 without floating point accelerator 
(about 5 minutes on a CDC 7600). It is particularly noteworthy that the 
computational effort for the system does not increase with the number of 
particles. 
A question of time scales arises. The total time necessary to resolve 
the trial wavefunction to the ground state is expected to be on the order 
of T ~ tV b.E, where D.E is a measure of the energy gap involved. Since 
the delta function potential has only a single bound state, T is quite short 
since the energy gap !J.E is large. For systems with several bound states, 
the time needed may be much greater. On the other hand, it should be 
noted that although the total time T involved is greater for the smaller 
systems, the number of discrete time steps required in the calculation -
and therefore the amount of computer time - are on the same order 
(Table 1) . 
Uniortunately, the delta function potential used in this initial investi-
gation is a very special case. The Hartree potential becomes deeper and 
narrower 'With increasing A; i.e., the system does not saturate. This is a 
major limitation of the test model, since saturation is an important 
feature of nuclear matter. Further, the accuracy of the Hartree approxi-
mation does not generalize to other potentials. The same fe ature that 
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prevents saturation is crucial to obtainj_ng the 1/ A expansion of the 
energy contributions - the lack of a length scale in the delta function 
interaction. For a more general finite range potential, making the 
transformation vap10 -)A V 0 p10 changes the Hamiltonian so that the cou-
pling constant cannot be removed from the problem. 
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§8. Fermions 
One of the primary motives for developing the AFMC method is the 
proper treatment of fermions. Several considerations are important in 
dealing with such systems. First, the formalism is very similar to that 
obtained for bosons, especially in the case of state-independent paten-
tials. The enforcement of antisymrnetric statistics, however, requires a 
few additional numerical techniques. Second, the method must be 
extended to finite range potentials. The delta function interaction is a 
poor choice for studying fermions, since only those particles with the 
same spatial wavefunction (and different "colors") interact. Finally, since 
a general many-body system does not have an obvious expansion of the 
energy in powers of A -l, the choice of a trial wavefunction requires a lit-
tle investigation. 
Except for the admission of variables describing internal degrees of 
freedom, the propagator formalism is identical to that used for the boson 
delta function interaction system. Consider a Hamiltonian with an instan-
taneous local two-body potential which possesses spin and isospin as well 
as spatial dependence: 
H = K + lflJ I: dx dx' Pa(x)vap(x,x')pp(x') (8.1) 
a.,{J 
where ex and {3 run over the combined spin sums and the density operator 
is defined as 
Pa(x) = aJ (x) aa(x) 
K is the kinetic plus self-energy piece 
K = I: J a J (X) [- 2/iZ V2 - lh v ( 0) J a a (X) 
a. m 
The time variable has been supressed for notational simplicity. Specializ-
ing to the above Hamiltonian, Eq. (2. 9) yields the aux]liary field represen-
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tation of the many-body propagator 
~I: J dt (a a, Va{i a(1) 
U = J D[ua(x,t)] e af1 Ua (8.2a) 
where the inner product is 
(8.2b) 
and 
-h T - J dt[K + J dxdx'I:aa(x)vaf1(x-x')pf1(x')] 
U a = e a = Tt e cr.f1 ( 8. 2c) 
j_s the one-body propagator. It should be noted that although the above 
discussion was in terms of specific spin degrees of freedom, it obviously 
holds for any internal "color" variables. 
If the potential is "color"-independent, vafi = v, a combined sigma 
field and density can be defined of the form 
(l 
p(x) = I; Pa(x) 
(8.3a) 
(8.3b) 
where the sums are over the non-spatial degrees of freedom. In this case, 
the propagator written in terms of the redefined fields 
U = J D[a(x,t)]e~ja(x)v~x-x')a(x') Ua (8.4) 
U a= e -haT= Tt e-J dt [K + J dxdx'a(x)v(x-x')p(x')] 
becomes formally identical in appearance to the case without internal 
variables, see Eqs. (2.10)-(2.11). As in the boson case, only one sigma field 
is necessary - i.e. all the individual ua are subsumed jn a, which deter-
mines the evolution of the trial wavefunction. For a more general 
interaction, all the fields aa must be kept separately, each being used to 
evolve the corresponding single-particle wavefunctions independently -
the proble1n then involves simultaneous solving of ex systems of the form 
considered here, one for each of the non-spatial degrees of freedom. 
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Slater determinant fermion wavefunctions. The numerical applica-
tion of Eq. (8.4) to a fermion system requires an antisymmetric form for 
the wavefunction, while the Crank-Nicholson algorithm used to evolve the 
many-body system works only for single particle wavefunctions. These 
two requirements mean that the AFMC is tractable in practice only if the 
wavefunction is taken to be a Slater determinant: 
A 
I ciJ>=(A ~) 1 I: TI 'PP.u(x.u) 
p J.L=l 
where P is a sum over the permutations of the A particles and the 'P.u are 
linearly independent. 
The use of Slater determinants adds a few numerical complexities to 
the computation of the ground state energy. Both the Metropolis weights 
and the energy estimators for fermions now involve matrix elements 
between determinants [Br66]. These are given for the overlap and general 
A 
one-body ( T = I: t .u) and two-body ( V = I:v fi-V) operators below: 
.u=l ~ 
A 
<ciJ I'l'> = l::(-l)Pfi <rp.ui1JIP.u> = detBJ.Lv (8.5a) 
p .u=1 
where B .uv is the matrix made up of the elements <so.u 11Jiv> as p,,v= 1, .. . A; 
<~I T I '1'> = <ciJ I~> 2: <rpJ.L,t'ljlv> (B- 1)v.u · (8.5b) 
J.L,V 
and 
<cp I V 1--¥> = ~ <cp I~> I: <cp.u<f'v I v h'l71Jio> (8.5c) .uv-yo 
x[(B- 1) 7J.L(B-
1) 0v- (B-1) 7v(B-
1) 0J.L] 
The above equations are derived by noting that they are merely expan-




detB = ~b cqb poe (a{J,/0) . 
!0 
For a spin-isospin degenerate system, (i.e., a state-independent 
potential), A particles exist in N = A I 4 different orbital states. The 
matrix elements then split into four identical NxN blocks each of which 
is an orbital overlap matrix. Letting the particle numbers (f.L, v) stand for 
orbital (-i ,j) and internal (a ,(3) quantum numbers, 
B J.LV = <cf\a i1/J jp> = <cpi 11/Jj >6 af3 = Bij 0 a.f3 , 
and the matrix elements become 
< cp I T I~> = < cp I~> 2:: <cpiJ.L,t 1/ljv> ( (B - 1) )jv,iJ.L 
ijj.LV 
;::: 4<<PI~> ~<cpi.t1/J1·> ((B- 1))ji ij 
(8.6a) 
(8.6b) 
<cl> I vI~> = ~<<PI~> ~ <VJiaCfJj pi v I1/Jkar1/Jzp'> (8. 6c) 
x [(B-1)/ci (B- 1)zi Oa.a.' o1313,- (B-
1)ki (B- 1)ti Oa.f3' Opa.•J 
= 8 <<P I~> I: <cpi cpi I v 11/Jk 1/Jz > . 
iJ'kl 
X [ (B- 1)/ci (B- 1)zj - ~B-1 )kj (B-1)zi] 
Note that for the various matrix elements required in the AFMC random 
walk and energy average, it is necessary to calculate determinants and 
inverses of N by N matrices. The computational time needed for this can 
become prohibitive for very large systems involving few degeneracies . 
The discretized Crank-Nicholson propagator, U a(!:J.t), is composed of 
a product of one-body operators, each separately evolving a spatial one-
body wavefunction in the Slater determinant. As has been noted earlier 
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(see Section 3), there is nothing intrinsic to the propagator formulation 
that guarantees that fermion statistics will be preserved. Therefore, in 
order to maintain the antisymmetry of the system, a Schmidt orthogonal-
ization of the spatial states, rp 1,rp 2, ... CfJN, is performed after each step of 
the time evolution 
i -1 
rpfew = cpfld _ I: <cp?ew 1 cpfld> cpjew (8. 7) 
j=l 
It is important to note that the single particle wavefunctions are not nor-
malized in this process. The orthogonalization is just equivalent to a 
change of basis, cpfew = I:~i cpjld. This results in a change in the Slater 
j 
determinant wavefunction which is just a constant factor. Indeed, 
<Pnew = ( detA) cpold = <Pold, since A is a lower triangular matrix with diago-
nal elements equal to one. 
Finite-range potential. For a test case of the fermion formalism, a 
more realistic finite range interaction is needed. An exponential potential 
(i.e., a one-dimensional Yukawa) is selected: 
v(x) = "Va e-lxl!a 
2a 
(8.8) 
where Vo is the strength and a the range of the potential. Note that in 
the limit a ~o. this is identical to the delta function potential. The main 
computational complexity entailed by use of this interaction is the per-
formance of the convolution integral W(x) = J v (x - x ') u(x ') dx' for the 
one-body potential. 
The convolution of v may be determined easily by noting that W (x) 
satisfies a Helmholtz equation. The second derivative of W is given by 
W"(x) = ~[ ~ J (28(x -x') - 1) e-ix-x'ila u(x')dx '] 
dx 2a 2 
= Vo jo(x-x')e- lx-x' ila u(x')dx'- ~Je-l x-x'ila a(x')dx' 
a 2 2a3 
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V~ a(x) + ~W(x) 
a a 
so that W satisfies the differential equation 
W 11 (X) - ~ W (X) = v~ a( X) . 
a a 
(8.9) 
In discretized form, this is a tridiagonal matrix equation (again assuming 
the three point formula for the second derivative) and can be solved by 
the method of Gaussian elimination and backwards substitution discussed 
for the evolution operator (Section 4). The only extra difficulty is that the 
initial condition for the method requires that W (x) be zero at the edges 
of the spatial lattice. To satisfy this condition, the spatial mesh for the 
convoluted field must be extended on the order of a - the range of the 
potential - beyond the mesh points where the wavefunction boundary 
condition is zero. 
It might be assumed that an even more simplified evaluation is possi-
ble for this interaction. The convolution for W (x) is just a Laplace 
transform of the a field with the inverse transformation given by 
a 2V2 - 1 a(x) = W (x). Since this acts like a change of variables, the 
Yo 
AFMC can be constructed with W (x ,t) - t he actual external potential -
used as the random field instead of a. Recall that this is actually done in 
the delta function interaction model, since the sigma field and the exter-
nal potential are identical except for a constant factor. Unfortunately, 
calculaUons performed in this manner for the finite-range potential 
result in extremely long correlation lengths for the energy estimator and 
hence a failure to obtai11 good statistics in a reasonable amount of com-
puter time. This occurs due to a poor biasing in the importance sampling 
scheme used to select the W fields - a point that will be seen to be partie-
ularly relevant later. 
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AFMC calculations. As a first check, the a ~o limit of the potential is 
taken by setting the range to be less than a tenth of the mesh spacing 
~. By appropriate choice of the strength V0 =41.4 7 a, the problem is 
identical to the delta function problem of the previous section. The 
bosons are treated as fermions with A internal degrees of freedom and 
the combined field formulation (8.3-8.4) is used. The results are identical 
within statistics to those given earlier. 
Spin-isospin degenerate systems are chosen for the application of the 
AFMC to a finite range exponential interaction. Such systems can be 
viewed as containing pairs of protons and neutrons with spin up and 
down. This choice has certain advantages . First, it allows a test of the 
combined field formalism of Eq. (8.4). Secondly, a larger number of par-
ticles are involved for the same amount of computer time, helping to 
ensure that the mean-field picture is valid - attempts to apply the AFMC 
to systems of two particles fail to yield convergence vvith good statistics. 
Finally, the weight factor for a system with four spin-isosp]n degrees of 
freedom, can immediately be seen to be positive definite. Recalling the 
discussion leading up to equation (8.6a), all matrix elements consist of 
determinants of spatial overlap integrals raised to the fourth power and 
are obviously non-negative. For non-degenerate fermions and unfilled lev-
els this is not true a priori. 
The constants for the potential (8.8) are taken to be V0 = 41.47 Mev-
fm and a = 0.8 fm- on the order of typical nuclear strengths and ranges. 
Sys tems of 4, 8, and 12 particles are treated - corresponding to 1 
(bosons), 2 and 3 orbitals. Table 3 contains the sets of parameters used in 
the calculations. Mesh sizes vary from 40 to 60 points, with the spatial lat-
tice becoming slightly more closely spaced for the multiple level systems 
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as well as extended in range (D.x ~ 0 .20-0.25 fm). The increased length 
and fineness of the spacing are needed due to the qualitative nature of 
the higher orbital wavefunctions, which have greater curvature and 
elongated tails. Results are verified not to depend on the size of the spa-
tial mesh if D.x is sufficiently small. Time lattices of up to 160 points are 
used, with at least two values of D.t tested for each systern. Values of D.t 
range from 10-25 to 10-24 s. 
As before, a center-of-mass oscillator is used to confine the system. 
The complete Hamiltonian is then 
A p ·2 v: A I A 
H =I: _t_+ _o_I: e~lxi -xi /a+~mA02(l:xi/A)2 (8.10) 
i=l 2m 2a i<j i 
For the combined exponential potential plus harmonic oscillator, an 
exact determination of the eigenfunctions of the total potential is 
difficult. However, the requirement that the exponent (a, v a) be negative 
definite can still be met if the strength of the harmonic oscillator is not 
too great. For the given systerns, hD. is taken to be 10 MeV and the sign of 
the exponent is checked explicity during the calculation. The center-of-
mass zero point motion is on the order of rc.m. = 0.6-1.0 fm, (several 
times the discretization) so that the systems are confined within the spa-
tial mesh. 
The choice of a trial wavefunction ci> is no longer obvious for fermions 
with finite range interactions. For the standard formulation of the auxili-
ary field used to derive the propagator expression Eq. (8.2), Slater deter-
minant wavefunctions yield a first order SPA solution for the energy 
which contains only direct terms (Section 3). Therefore, Hartree-Fock 
wavefunctions do not necessarily provide the optimal <P. In the present 
AFMC calculations, trial Slater determinants composed of basis states for 
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a harmonic oscillator are used instead - a common self-consistent paten-
tial for the shell model-
CfJn = Hn (,Bx) e -Yzpzxz ) 
where Hn are the Hermite polynomials [Ab70,De74]. As a check on the ini-
tial condition and the energy convergence, the AFMC is also run for the 4 
particle boson system using the trial wavefunction 1/ cosh(,Bx), the Har-
tree wavefunction for the delta function interaction. The parameters, {3 
are set variationally to minimize the energy - the variation being per-
formed without the center-of-mass oscillator potential. Table 4 shows the 
parameters and variational energies for the three systems. It should be 
noted that in all cases the sums bf binding energies for the possible sub-
systems are smaller in magnitude than the energy for the complete sys-
tern. The non-self-consistent contribution of the center-of-mass oscillator 
to the initial energy of the system is also given in Table 4. 
Taking a hint from the delta function calculation, the initial a field is 
A N 
assigned to be ~ I rpJ.L(x) 1 2 = 4 ~ I rpi (x) 1 2 , where the f.L sum is over all 
J.L=l i=l 
single-particle states, and the i sum is over different spatial orbitals. This 
field is also taken to be the importance sampling function 7] ]n Eq. (6.3). It 
is not clear that this is the optimum choice in either case. 
Results. Results are shown as plots of E( T) in F].gures 9-12 for the 4, 
8, and 12 particle systems. Variational energies for the trial wavefunction, 
including the center-of-mass oscillator contribution, are indicated by the 
dotted lines Ev. As always, checks are made to insure independence of 
the mesh discretization and the strength of the harrr:wnic oscillator. All 
plots show the same initial relaxation and asymptotic approach to a limit-
ing energy around which the remaining points fluctuate as in the delta 
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function case. Figure 10 compares the results for the two different trial 
wavefunctions. Both provide a quick resolution to the same ground state 
energy. Nate that in all cases the energies include a 5 1Ie V contribution 
from the center-of-mass oscHlator. 
Figure 13 shows a typical autocorrelation function for the 12 fermion 
system. Typical values of Tcorr are around 20-25 trajectories. These corre-
lation lengths are the same as in the delta function case - a good sign, 
since it means that the spatial range of the potential does not translate 
into longer correlation lengths. The initial relaxation is taken to be 1000 
sweeps, with energies taken over the next 2000. These values are checked 
by a few runs, some involving m·any more trajectories and others much 
larger total times. 
Plots of the single-particle wavefunctions are shoVvu in Figure 14 for 
the three level system after N=O, 40, 80, and 120 time steps of size 
D.t = 2. 5x1 o-25s. Note that the asymptotic limit in the energy is achieved 
at N= 120, T=300x10-25s. The plots are averaged every 25 trajectories 
over sweeps 1000-2000, with the center-of-mass motion included. The nor-
malizations are held roughly constant by removing the self-energy term 
and inserting an appropriate energy shift in the evolution routine. An 
examination of the plots shows that the spatial wavefunctions maintain 
their relative antisymmetry, remaining quite smooth within error bars. 
As in the delta function case, the a field and one-body potential are irreg-
ular in nature and no meaningful physical interpretation is possible. 
Nevertheless, the wavefunctions appear quite reasonable. 
The total time needed to resolve the ground state energy is on the 
order of T = 1V E0 in all three cases - i.e.; T is shorter for the systems 
with more particles and larger binding energies. The number of discrete 
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time steps js on the same order a s in the delta function potential c a se. 
Since the number of trajectories required by thermalization and statisti-
cal independence of the energies is also the same, the necessary CPU 
time is increased only by the additional time needed for the evaluation of 
the convolutions and a multiplicative factor depending on the number of 
orbital states involved. Typical computational times for the 3-level sys-
tem (note that only half as many trajectories are used to calculate the 
energy than in the delta function case) are on the order of 6 hours of CPU 
Ume for the same Vax 11/750 with floating point accelerator. 
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§9. Momentum space algorithm 
Several considerations suggest that a better algorithm for the auxili-
ary field 1ionte-Carlo is possible. The method used in the previous sec-
tions has the disadvantage of resulting in extremely irregular a fields. 
This is caused not by insufficient resolution due to the space discretiza-
tion, but by the Metropolis walk itself in which random changes are made 
at every mesh point. The integrability of such extremely erratic functions 
becomes rather questionable. Further, the physical intepretation of the 
convolution integral W (x) = J dx 'v (x -x ') a(x ') as a one-body external 
potential in wh]ch the particles move is made difficult by its correspond-
ing irregularity. 
The spatial algorithm also appears somewhat inefficient. Points in the 
. tails of the wavefunction are relatively unimportant in the evolution of 
the system - field values near the mesh edges are not significantly 
changed in the random walk as may be seen from the wavefunction plots 
and the choice of the importance sampling field 7]. This suggests that a 
faster random walk might be generated by making correlated changes of 
all space points at one time slice. 
An investigation is made of an alternative algorithm using a momen-
tum space decomposition of the fields 
M-1 
a(x,t) = I: sin(2q7Tx I L) uq(t) x:-L/2 ~ L/2 , (9.1) 
q=l 
where the sine decornposition imposes zero boundary conditions on the a 
fields at the ends of the mesh. The spatial discretization sets an upper 
limit for the frequency components q of M -l=L/ dx. The Metropolis ran-
dom walk is performed according to 
(9 .2) 
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with o a random variable on [-1,1 ] and D.u a factor which determines the 
overall size of changes in the field. 17q is an importanc e sampling fi eld 
which weights frequency components rather than individual m esh points . 
Note that every space point at a given time slice is altered by a single 
change in uq. The Metropolis test is perforn1ed afler all frequency com-
ponents are changed at a given t ilne slic e - i.e ., after t h e value of uq (ti) 
is changed for all q. This method is essentially the same as the previous 
AFMC algorithm, merely using a different importance sampling scheme. 
In actual calculations, a fast Fourier transform rather than a sine series 
decomposition is used. This results in fas ler computational times, with 
good accuracy as long as zero boundary conditions on the wavefunction 
and one-body potential are maintained. 
It seems likely that only the low and intermediate frequency com-
ponents of a will contribute significantly to the evolution - higher fre-
quency components primarily affect the falloff of the wavefunction tails. 
In order to determine if this is true, calculations are made with uq fixed 
(17q = 0) for q >Nq. Nq is then increased until the energy remains the 
same wit hin statistical errors. The exact functional form of the non-zero 
components of the importance sampling field 17q is discussed for the indi-
vidual systems below. 
A considerable gain in CPU time is possible working in momentuin 
space by the elimination of the convolution integrals in the potential. The 
spatial convolution, performed by Gaussian elimination and backwards 
substitution (see Eq. (8 .9)), takes up on the order of 50% of the routine 
time (and more in the case of more complicated interactions). For a 
potential with spatial dependence only upon relative coordinate s , the 
convolution integral W(x ,t) and Metropolis exponent (u,v u) can be 
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(a,va) = 2:: a~(k,t) W(k,t) 
k 
Internal variables are suppressed for simplicity. A further savings results 
- the extension of the spatial mesh to insure zero boundary conditions on 
W(x) is no longer necessary. Since these extensions are on the order of 
the length scale of the attractive potential, roughly (2a I dx )xN mesh 
points can be eliminated. (N is the number of time steps in the calcula-
tion.) It should be noted that the potential is assumed to have a Fourier 
transform. However, this imposes no further limits on the applicability of 
this frequency importance sampling, since it seems unlikely that the 
algorithm would be an improvement for a potential not satisfying this 
condition (e.g., a hard core potential). 
Though the space mesh can be entirely eliminated, for the purposes 
of this section, it is more convenient to perform only the importance 
sampling and the convolutions in momentum space. However, in a case 
involving two potentials of significantly different length scales, the use of 
mornentum space provides a great increase in efficiency (see the discus-
sion in Section 10 on systems with repulsive cores) . The wavefunctions 
are still Slater determinants, but are expressed in terms of their Fourier 
components while the propagator is given by 
J dt~L:a"(k,t)v(k)a(k,t) -J dtl.::a"(k,t)v(k)p(k,t) 
U(T) = jD[u(k)]e k e k (9.3) 
where p(k) is the density operator and D[a(k )] is the measure of integra-
tion in momentum space. 
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Bosons. The two AFMC ]mportance sam_pling algorithms are com-
pared for the case of 10 bosons interactiong with the exponential paten-
tial of the previous section. Table 5 lists the various parameters used. The 
mesh contains 64 space points \'\lith D.x = 0.15 fm and up to 180 time steps 
of size D.t = 5.0x10-25s. All of the standard tests on the discretization are 
performed. The center-of-mass harmonic oscillator js chosen to have 
strength hO = 10 MeV and the trial function is taken to be a product of 
the single-particle wavefunctions CN e -~p2 x 2 , with (3 determined variation-
ally to minimize the energy. Energies are calculated over 2000 trajec-
tories after a relaxation of 1000 sweeps. 
Results are shown as Figure · 15 as a plot of E( T), for two different 
importance sampling fields - the spatial sampling function 
(9. 4a) 
and a momentum space field, reflecting the initial Fourier decomposition 
of the a field 
TJq = a~nit q~Nq . (9.4b) 
Both cases yield the same ground state energy, with a total time for con-
vergence on the order of 4.0x1o-23 s. Note that the center-of-mass har-
monic oscillator shifts the true ground state energy by 5 MeV. Correlation 
lengths are not significantly different for the two methods - statistical 
independence is assured by calculating the energy estimators only once 
every 40 sweeps. 
Other than the considerable gain ln CPU time from the elimination of 
the convolution integral, there is an improvement in efficiency for 
momentum importance sampling because only the 10 lowest frequency 
terms in the decomposition must be changed to obtain the results shown, 
i.e. TJq = 0 for g > 10. Hence, for a given Metropolis step, only 10 random 
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changes must be made as contrasted to 60 (the number of space mesh 
points) for the spatial importance sampling scheme. The limit on Nq 
implies that signiftcant length scales are on the order of 1.0-2.0 fm - a 
reasonable result for an exponential potential of range 0.8 fm. Overall, 
the momentum space routines require roughly 50% of the CPU time of 
the spatial algorithm. 
This example indicates the critical nature of importance sampling in 
establishing an efficient algorithm. A momentum space scheme, produces 
a significantly faster random walk, by changing Fourier frequency com-
ponents rather than individual field values. However, a poor choice of the 
the 7Jq field -vvill negate this advantage by requiring a very long thermali-
zation period and therefore failing to converge in a reasonable number of 
trajectories. It should be recalled from the previous section, that an 
importance sampling based on W (x) resulted in extremely long correla-
tion lengths and poor statistics for the delta hmction system. In general, 
the autocorrelation test eliminate s the worst choices for the importance 
sampling field. However, it does not indicate the optimum choice of 7], 
since it cannot distinguish between schemes changing the field at single 
points and those performing spatially correlated changes. The present 
AFMC method does not allow Metropolis steps involving time correlations . 
Fermions. The case of 12 spin-isospin degenerate fermions with an 
exponential interaction, calculated in Section 8, is treated by various 
Fourier decomposition algorithms and the results are compared. Param-





7}q = 1.0 






are not shown, since they are similar to those obtained for 7}q = uq. The 
mesh para1neters, the trial wave function and the initial condition on the 
a field are the same as in Section 8. 
Energy results calculated over 2000 trajectories after a 1000 trajec-
tory thermalization are shown in Figure 16. Note that the actual ground 
state is 5 MeV -lower, after the contribution from the center-of-mass oscil-
lator is removed. Only the ten lowest frequencies are used in the momen-
tum space calculations (Nq = 10), implying that interparticle spacings on 
the order of 1.0-2.0 fm are typical. Convergence to the asymptotic energy 
occurs after a total time T = 3.0x10-23s for spatial importance sampling 
and for the Fourier weighting field of Eq. (9.5b ). This value of T for the 
optimal importance sampling functions, indicates that an energy gap on 
the order of DE = 1V D.t ~ 20 MeV is being resolved. Importance sampling 
schemes with a bias towards the very lowest frequencies (Eqs. (9.5a) and 
(9.5c)) are not successful. 
A typical autocorrelation plot is shovm in Figure 17. The correlation 
lengths for the three choices of importance sampling show significant 
differences. The 7Jq = 1 function has Tcorr = 18 trajectories, some 30% 
smaller than the spatial weighting method and 80% less than the 
7Jq = u~nit function. This implies that the importance sampling field of Eq. 
(9.5a) is a poor choice. In fact, it is apparent from the energy plot that 
thermalization is not achieved - not surprisin,gly, since a relaxation 
period of only 8 correlation lengths ( 1000 trajectories) 1s used. The 
energy values of Eq. (9.5) are consistently above those resulting from the 
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use of spatial importance sampling - only for many time steps are the 
correlations reduced sufficiently so that convergence is attained. 
Plots of the wavefunction, a field and one-body potential are shown in 
Figures 18-20. The wavefunctions are a slightly smoother variation of 
those obtained ·with spatial importance sampling (Figure 14); in fact, they 
are identical within statistical errors except for the arbitrary normaliza-
tions. The sigma fields remain erratic, though slightly smoother than 
before. The one-body potential shows some structure - three symmetri-
cally situated potential wells which reflect the three orbital states of the 
fermions. 
The saving of CPU time is ag.ain on the order of 50% for the momen-
tum schemes, primarily from the elimination of the convolution integrals 
and the need to use only 10 frequency changes for each time interval. 
Part of the differences in efficiency is masked, since energies can actu-
ally be obtained with the same statistics for fewer trajectories in the fre-
quency importance sampling scheme of Eq. (9.5a), due to the reduced 
correlation length. 
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§10. Treatment of repulsive potentials 
Application of the AFMC algorithm to systems including repulsive 
potentials involves additional difficulties. For the evaluation of the energy 
integral, the inner product (a,v a) in the Metropolis exponent must be 
negative definite or the integrals will not converge. This requirement is 
explicitly enforced for the delta function system by a suitable choice of 
the center-of-mass oscillator frequency. In the case of a finite range 
attractive potential, the negativity property can still be satisfied for a 
sufficiently weak oscillator potential and may be explicitly confirmed dur-
ing the Monte-Carlo evaluation. However, for systems containing repulsive 
potentials, it may not be possible to satisfy the condition for any choice 
of 0. This depends on the relative strengths and ranges of the attractive 
and repulsive components of the potential - for very weak repulsive cores 
a straightforward application of the algorithms of the previous sections is 
adequate . Unfortunately, to treat nuclear systems a way must be found 
to deal with interactions including strong repulsive cores. 
Two methods are considered for dealing ·with such systems. Using the 
same formulation as before, an appropriate two-body interaction term 
can be added to the Hamiltonian to ensure that the eigenvalues of the 
resulting effective potential are negative definite. This additional poten-
tial can be constructed so that a known energy shift results. The second 
method involves a generalized formulation using complex fields. The 
extra degree of freedom provided by the imaginary part of the field 
allows the construction of the exponential factor (a,v a) in such a way as 
to satisfy the negativity condition. 
Additional potential method. Consider the Hamiltonian for a system 
with local instantaneous two-body interactions and explicit dependence 
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on "color" variables 
H = K + Yz.j dx dx'~Pa(x)vap(x,x')pp(x') (10.1) 
a{J 
= K + YzJ dx dx' ~aJ (x) aa(x)vap(x-x') aJ(x') ap(x') 
a{J 
The sums over a and {3 range over all the internal degrees of freedom and 
K includes the potential self-energy term. The propagator is the 
coherent sum 
(10.2) 
with the inner product defined to be 
(aa,Vapap) = J dx dx'aa(x,t)vap(x-x') ap(x',t). 
For an arbitrary potential, there is no guarantee that (a,v a) is nega-
tive definite. However, consider the effect of an additional potential 
~d (x ,x') = C Oap o(x -x ') , 
where C is some constant. This potential contributes an extra term to the 
exponent in the Metropolis weight: 
(10.3) 
a 
Since this has the sign of C, by choosing tl~e strength of the potential to 
be sufficiently negative, the exponent can be forced to satisfy the sign 
condition. 
Now, consider the effect on the energy. The potential yadd contri-
buies an additional term to the Hamiltonian 
Hadd = Yzj~dx dx 'aJ (x) a~ (x') Coap o(x -x ') ap(x') aa(x) 
a{J 
= Yz. C J~dx aJ (x) aJ (x) aa(x) aa(x) . 
a 
( 10.4) 
For fermions, this expression vanishes immediately since the a a a a term 
vanishes by standard antisymmetric statistics. Thus, the added potential 
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yields a zero energy shift while allowing the enforcement of the exponent 
negativity condition. Bosons can be incorporated into the formalism by 
treating them as fermions with A internal degrees of freedom. 
The evolution operator U a describes propagation under the single-
particle hamiltonian 
ex ex 
where the kinetic term is given by 
K = ~J aJ (x )[ -~2 - ~v (0)] aex(x) 
ex 2m 
and the term in C is the contribution from the added potential. In actual 
calculations, a harmonic oscillator. is also added to the system to confine 
the center-of-mass. This contributes a piece to both K and v exfl· 
In Eqs. ( 10.4)-( 1 0.5), it is no longer possible to use the combined 
sigma field and density of Eq. (8.3) - the depen dence of the additional 
potential on the internal variabl~s results in products over ex so that we 
can no longer perform the sums. Hence, fields and wavefunctions must be 
stored separately for each of the Ndeg non-spatial degrees of freedom. 
The resulting AFMC calculations then cons~st of simultaneously evolving 
Ndeg identical systems. 
Static potential. A test case is chosen which has been solved using 
standard techniques in a study of meson-nucleon field theory [Se83]. For 
static heavy baryons, the scalar and vector meson interaction reduces to 
a sum of attractive and repulsive Yukawa potentials that reproduce the 
basic properties of the nucleon-nucleon force. In one-dimension, Yukawas 
become exponentials and the static potential is given by 
r 2 2 




The parameters are set to provide a reasonable nucleon-nucleon potential 
with a repulsive core, V(x=O)>O, and a typical nuclear core radius, xc -
defined by V(xc) =0 - which is taken to be 0.4 fm. The range of the paten-
tial is fixed by the meson masses - ms is chosen to be the mass of the 
pion, mrr = 140 MeV, and mv = mw = 783 MeV, the mass of the omega. 
The binding energy per particle for nuclear matter in the mean-field 
approxiination is 
E 2 2 r 2 ~ m.f. = 1T p + lL l!!.J:.._- g S 
A 6M 72 2 2p, mv ms 
( 10. 7) 
where p is the density and M in the nucleon mass, 939 MeV. Note that the 
one-dimensional system saturates in the mean-field approximation as 
long as the volume integral of the potential 
jdxv(x)=C 
is attractive ( C<O). Motivated by three-dimensional nuclear matter, the 
binding energy per nucleon is fixed to be -16 MeV at saturation, p 0 , · 
defined by 
l
r B(Em.f. I A) = O . 
op Po 
These considerations are sufficient to specify 9s = 196 MeV and Yv = 890 
MeV, yielding potential parameters 
VA = -137.283 MeV 
VR = 506.002 MeV 
aA = 1.407f 
aR = 0.250 f . 
Figure 21 shows a plot of this potential. 
( 10.8) 
The potential is slightly unrealistic in setting the scalar meson mass 
to be that of the pion - in realistic calculations of the nucleon-nucleon 
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potential, the intermediate range attraction is dominated by two-pion 
exchange. Thus, the range is actually characterized by twice mrr, and 
phenomenological potentials are of considerably shorter range than that 
of Figure 21. A more realistic model is described in [Ne82al consisting of 
a sum of a repulsive and attractive gaussian potentials with parameters 
defined to reproduce appropriate dimensionless ratios of realistic nuclear 
interactions. 
AFMC model calculation. A test case involving four nondegenerate 
fermions is calculated. This is just about the smallest system that can be 
treated using the AFMC - four is very few particles for a mean-field formu-
lation to be valid. Application of the AFMC method to a two particle sys-
tem in the same potential does not succeed in converging to the ground 
state energy with good statistics, though it does set an upper bound. 
However, AFMC solutions for the potential of Eqs. ( 10.6) and ( 10.8) require 
a great deal of computational time and as a test case on a small machine, 
the four particle system seerns sufficient. 
Table 7 lists the parameters for the AFMC calculation. The calculation 
is performed using both spatial and Fouri~r decomposition importance 
sampling. The mesh consists of 150 points of spacing D.x = 0.08 frn. The 
time interval is D.t = 0.001x10-25 s and up to 60 time steps are used. All 
standard test on the mesh discretization are performed. The difference in 
the ranges of the attractive and repulsive potentials requires the mesh 
spacing to be roughly four times as dense as would be needed for the 
purely attractive case. Most of these points are wasted however - while 
close spacing is needed over the range of VR, for mesh points in the 
exponential tail of VA, a much larger spacing is sufficient to resolve 
details. To reduce the necessary computational time, either a variable 
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spaced mesh can be used or the formulation in momentum space can be 
set up (see Section 9). 
A center-of-mass harmonic oscillator is again added to the Hamil-
tonian in order to confine the system to the mesh. The strength of the 
oscillator is chosen so that the zero-point motion is significantly smaller 
than the spatial mesh and yet large enough to be resolved by the mesh 
intervals; i.e., D.x < rc.m. < L/ 2 The added potential yradd must be 
sufficiently strong to enforce the negativity condition on the Metropolis 
exponent (a,v a) including the contribution from the center-of-mass oscil-
lator. This is checked explicitly during the calculation. For the four parti-
cle system, the strength of the harrnonic oscillator potential is taken to 
be !fJ = 2 MeV, corresponding to a range of 2.3 fm. The strength of the 
added potential (10.3) is then set at -200 MeV. 
The choice of the trial function is motivated by the results for the 
purely attractive potential - i.e., Slater determinant wavefunctions built 
on harmonic oscillator basis states with a parameter determined varia-
tionally by minimization of the energy. Since fermions already exhibit 
antisyrnmetrization "repulsion'', these wavE;functions should still be rea-
sonable choices for the present potential. The initial condition on the a 
4 
field is again taken to be ainit (x) = I; I fPi (x) 1 2. 
i=l 
Importance sampling in both the spatial and momentum schemes is 
delermined by the initial condition, 7J=ainitial· Only the 15 lowest fre-
quency components in the Fourier decomposition are changed during the 
random walk. Results are checked to be the same within statistical 
errors when more components are included. This indicates that the 
important length scales are on the order of 0.8-2.0 fm - a result that 
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seems physically understandable since the potential has this range (Fig-
ure 21). Higher components are resolving details much smaller than aver-
age inter-particle spacing. 
Results. The results shown in Figure 22 are in agreement with the 
value obtained by [Se83], E0 =-64.7±0.7 MeV, when the 1 MeV center-of-
rnass energy is taken into account. Both importance sampling schemes 
converge to the asymptotic energy in a time on the order of 
T = 1.0x10-22s. However, the results from the spatial weighting process 
fluctuate considerably. The value of T suggests that an energy gap on the 
order of 10 MeV is being resolved - however this is only a rough estimate 
as there is no way of identifying the various excited states for this 
interaction. 
The autocorrelation function for the momentum space routine is 
shown in Figure 23. There is a significant difference in correlation lengths 
for the two importance sampling methods - the spatial weighting scheme 
has Tcorr half again as large as for the TJq case. This is another indication 
that momentum importance sampling is more efficient. The correlation 
test also provides a check on how muc:p. the additional potential is 
affecting the evolution. 
Plots of the wavefunction and one-body potential are shown in Fig-
ures 24-25. The wavefunction remains smooth, with the evolved functions 
showing a slightly greater repulsion. Normalizations are not meaningful, 
since constant energy shifts have again been introduced into the evolu-
tion hamiltonian ha· The one-body potential is a relatively smooth func-
tion showing several symmetrically placed barriers, separating potential 
wells where the particle density is concentrated - a physically reasonable 
result. The center-of-mass oscillator compresses the overall radius and 
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increases the density in the center. 
The CPU time required for the momentum space routine is 12 hours 
on the Vax 11/750 with floating point accelerator and roughly twice that 
for spatial importance sampling. The major difficulty with extending this 
calculation to systems containing more particles is that the computer 
time goes as the number of particles- and hence spatial orbitals, even for 
systems with internal degrees of freedom. However, the convergence and 
statistics are expected to be better for such systems, as the mean-field 
picture becomes increasing valid. 
Complex field formulation. A different method for the treatment of 
repulsive potentials uses a formulation involving complex fields. The 
derivation of the expression for the many-body propagator can be per-
formed formally as in Section 2 for the case where u and p are complex 
variables. The r esulting expression for the propagator is then 
U( T) = J D [ u(x) ,u • (x )]e -lflj(p,vp) ( 10. 9) 
JD [ ( ) •( )] lflj(a,va) - j(a,vp) = u x ,u x e e 
where the 1neasure of integration contains both real and imaginary com-
ponents of u and the matrix products involve complex conjugates, i.e. the 
inner products are given by 
(u,v u) = J dxdx 'u • (x) v (x -x ') u(x ') (10.10) 
(p,v p) = J dxdx 'pi(x) v (x -x ') p(x'} 
(u,vp) := jdxdx'[u•(x)v(x-x')p(x') + u(x)v(x-x')pt(x') 
In the above equations, "color" variables are suppressed for simplicity. 
It is clear that for a real two-body potential depending only on rela-
tive coordinates (i.e. v(x,x')=v(x',x)), the Metropolis weight exponent 
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becomes 
(u,v u) = ([uR - i O"J], v [CJR + iCJf]) 
= (aR,V CJR) + (u1 ,v u1 ) 
as the two terms involving an inner product of the real part and the ima-
ginary part of the sigma field vanish. In this case, the exponent is expli-
citly real and contains an extra degree of freedom which allows the nega-
tivity condition to be enforced. 
However, since the fields are complex, the Slater determinant 
wavefunctions and overlap elements have a phase as well as a magnitude. 
The equation for the ground state energy E0 must be rewritten so that a 
real Metropolis weight factor is obtained. This is done by noting that the 
energy inself must be real and therefore can be expressed by the ratio of 
the real parts of the integrals: 
. jD[a,a•] e'h/(a,va) <4>1 Ual4>> <:~fu~~~~> 
E0 =hmRe------------------------------------
T-+0 jD[CJ,CJ~] <<PI Vai<P> 
( 10.11) 
. jD[a,a•] e'hf(a,va) Refl<4> 1 U0 l4>> <:~7u~~~~> 
=lun----------------~~----------------~~ 
T-+0 jD[u,u~] Re<<PI Val <P> 
JD[ ~] Ylf (a,va) rll cp I v I cp I Re<q., I H Val <P> . u,u e < a > I <<PI u u I <P> I 
=lnn--------------~~--------------------~ 
T-+O Jn[ •] I <PI V I<P I Re<<PI Vui<P> 
u,u < u > I<<PIVai<P>I 
The resulting equation expresses the ground state energy as a ratio of the 
<<PIH Uui<P> 
average of Lwo quantities - the energy estimator I <<PI U u I <P> I and the 
<<P I Vu i<P > 
signature estimator I <<P I V u I <P> I . 
This algorithm has been tried for both the spatial and the Fourier 
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decomposition importance sampling schemes. The results have not been 
good - while the approximate energies have been obtained, the statistics 
are poor. This is due to cancellations in the denominator integral. 
Apparently, in order to use this scheme, a cleverer importance sampling 
scheme for biasing the random walk is necessary. 
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§11. Conclusion 
The auxiliary field formalism provides a method for determining the 
exact ground state energies of many-body systems. In principle, using the 
numerical techniques developed in this thesis, AFMC solutions can be 
obtained for a variety of interactions. In practice, of course, there are 
limits imposed by the amount of computer time required. Also, it should 
be noted thal the use of the AFMC is restricted to systems for which a 
mean-field picture is reasonable; otherwise, the underlying HS transfor-
mation is not valid. In particular, systems of two particles do not yield 
good results when treated by the algorithm. 
The AFMC has been tested on several boson and fermion systems in 
one-dimension, involving both attractive and repulsive potentials. While 
the formalism is identical in both cases, numerically, an antisymrnetriza-
tion procedure is used for fermions in order the maintain proper statis-
tics (Section 8). In cases where results are known from other techniques, 
whether exact solutions or Monte-Carlo values, comparisons of the ground 
state energies show good agreement (Sections 7 and 10). These results 
are an encouraging demonstration that the AFMC algoritl:un provides 
correct results for a number of many-body systems. 
A principal advantage of the AFMC method is its proper treatment of 
fermions. The HS representation of the propagator allows the system to 
be described by a set of single-particle wavefunctions for which antisym-
metrizalion can be enforced exactly - a property not shared by the GFMC 
and DMC algorithms. However, whether or not the AFMC will be able to 
resolve ground state energies to give better results that the other 
Monte-Carlo methods for systems of phy-sical interest remains an open 
question. 
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A good choice for the initial conditions is necessary to obtain conver-
gence to the ground state for a reasonable amount of computational 
effort. As noted earlier, the AFMC method becomes more efficient as the 
trial state ciJ approaches the true ground state. Unfortunately, there are 
no precise criteria for an optimal choice of either the trial wavefunction 
or the initial sigma field. Note that the simplest possible choice, the SPA 
solution, does not take into account the particle statistics - yielding Bar-
tree rather than Hartree-Fock energies for fermions. However, SPA 
results as well as physically likely wavefunction solutions provided rea-
sonable choices of ciJ for t he models calculated in Sections 7-10. 
From the results for the various systems treated, it is also clear that 
as in other Monte-Carlo methods for many-body ground states, impor-
tance sa.mpling is critical to obtaining efficient convergence and good 
statistics . A poor choice of the weighting function 7J causes extremely 
long correlation and thermalization lengths, making calculations imprac-
tical. A choice for 7J based on the initial conditions has been found to be 
generally adequate, though not necessarily optimal. The trick in the AFMC 
is to build into the method as much as possible of the physics without 
biasing the results by limiting the degrees of freedom of the system. In 
fact, the full power of the method is shown when as many symmetries as 
possible are broken. 
The proper incorporation of fermion statistics in the AFMC is paid for 
by the need to specify wavefunctions and fields involving many values 
rather than a single coordinate for each particle. If the wavefunction is 
defined on a spatial mesh, the number of lattice points becomes prohibi-
tive. This is especially true in several dimensions where meshes become 
extremely large, unless there is symmetry so that various spatial degrees 
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of freedom can be integrated out (i.e., axial or radial symmetry). Paten-
tials with repulsive cores add to the problem, since they require a very 
fine mesh spacing to resolve the short length scale of that part of the 
potential. However, the momentum space AFMC algorithm appears to cir-
cumvent this problem, at least for regular potentials with Fourier 
transforms. It eliminates the need for a spatial la ttice and appears to 
reduce the number of Metropolis steps required for the evolution of the 
wavefunction. The method is also more efficient since the momentum 
space random walk scheme involves only the lowest frequency com-
ponents. This provides some hope that more complicated systems can be 
treated with the AFMC. 
The treatment of other systems is fairly straightforward. Preliminary 
:investigation of the 1/ r potential :indicates that calculations are only 
feasible us:ing the momentum space algorithm, due to the nature of the 
convolution integral. A similar statement applies to infinite systems such 
as nuclear matter, where periodic boundary conditions are enforced. As 
an aside, it should be noted that many-body forces can be treated in the 
AFMC formalism. Successive application of the following schematic for-
mulas for reducing even and odd powers of p 
exp ( _ J f52n+l) = exp ( -lh.J [pn + f5n+1]2) exp (Yzj f52n) 
exp G~ J p2(n +1)) 
= J D[x] exp (Yzj x2) exp (-J [pn + pn+ 1]x) 
exp (Yzj f52n) exp (Yzj p2(n+l)) 
(ll.la) 
(ll.lb) 
ultimately leads to an expression linear in p which may be incorporated 
into the AFMC propagator. 
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Certain limitations restrict the kind of expectation values for which 
the AFMC method can provide adequate results. The ground state energy 
is given by an integral over a product of a function E(a) times a probabil-
ity distribution P( a) 
N J D [a] P (a) E (a) = lim 2: E (a i) 
N-+ooi=l 
( 11. 2) 
where the a are dj_stributed according to P[ a]. Though generally true, in 
practice, this forrnula is only useful when the variance is small or 
equivalently when the integrand is at least predominantly of one sign. 
This means that only imaginary-time calculations are possible in order to 
eliminate cancelling phases in tp.e evolution operator. Further, the 
exponential weighting of eigenstates implies . that only low-lying states 
may be calculated. 
The formulation of Eq. (2.1) using a trial wavefunction leads to good 
energy and density values but makes the calculation of other observables 
difficult- often requiring the introduction of new approximations. Opera-
tors 0 which are constants of the motion are an exception~ of course, 
since they can be calculated using the same random walk as in the 
energy determination and the eigenvalue estimator 
<q, I 0 U I cl>>/ <<PI U I q,>. A typical method for the evaluation of other 
ground state expectation values makes use of the trace - i.e. for a one-
body operator 
2:: <ex I 0 I cx>e -EaT 
<tl 0 1>¥> =lim " I; -E T 
T-+oo e a 
a 
-. Tr 0 e-HT = hm-----
T-+oo Tr e -HT 
(11.3) 
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Though formally straightforward, the sum over all basis states a becomes 
difficult when working with wavefunctions. 
The many-body wavefunction is taken to be a Slater determinant of 
single-particle states (or a simple product for bosons), since the HS 
representation of the propagator is a product of one-body operators. This 
restricts the AFMC algorithm to the evaluation of expectation values of 
few-body operators which involve only a few single-particle wavefunctions. 
In the AFMC calculations described, the Crank-Nicholson approximation 
for the evolution operator U ( T) has been used. Another possible choice 
for U( T) is a Taylor series expansion through the first few terms, which 
has proved accurate in TDHF calculations [Fl78]. Unfortunately, a practi-
cal algorithm using a general many-body wavefunction and propagator 
has not been developed. However, in the static case, the use of Slater 
determinants can be justified on the grounds that particles do no 
interact with each other directly because of the Pauli principle, but only 
indirectly through the wall of the self-consistent field. 
For potentials with a very strong repulsive core, a determinantal 
form for the wavefunction is not a good approximation to the exact eigen-
state. Unfortunately, such strong, short range interactions are needed in 
nuclear potentials and become even more important in several dimen-
sions; the kinetic energy alone can cause saturation in one-dimension but 
not in three. The repulsive potential tested for the AFMC was not hard-
core (Section 1 0). Dealing with the short range correlations required by 
stronger repulsive cores may not be possible in the AFMC algorithm, 
except by replacement with some sort of an effective interaction (e.g., a 
Skyrme potential). 
While apparently not necessary for the systems treated thus far, for 
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more complicated systems it may be useful to incorporate second order 
and RPA corrections in choosing the initial and importance sampling 
fields. Whether this results in faster computational times will be system 
dependent - a balance between quicker convergence to the ground state 
and the extra effort in performing the random walk. The Metropolis 
weight factor can be written as e 8 [a] with 
S[a] = (a,v a)-ln<<P I U I <P> (11.4) 
where a0 is the mean-field approximation solution, S 1 the linear term, 
which vanishes by definition of the SPA, and the last term gives the qua-
dratic corrections: 
os 
oa· Oa · 1. J 
By diagonalization, the quadratic term is incorporated into the Metropolis 
exponent by writing 
e 
where the a>.. are used as the new field variables. This allows correlated 
changes in space and time, although the present evolution routines 
restrict this to space correlations only. The method is similar to that 
used for Ising models near the critical points, in which blocks of spins are 
changed. 
Recently, progress has been made in developing functional integral 
techniques for nuclear physics using a variety of representations of the 




sums involving overcomplete sets of states and the auxiliary field formu-
lation. Each offers a different possibility for SPA and Monte-Carlo solu-
tions. In the Feynman path integral, the number of stochastic variables 
equals the number of particles. Both the other two forms allow explicit 
enforcement of fermion statistics by using fields defined on a mesh and 
hence require considerably more variables than particles - both to 
resolve details on the order of inter-particle spaces and to generate the 
exponential tails of the wavefunctions. This makes their application in 
many dimensions numerically difficult. However, the AFMC formulation in 
momentum space appears to provide a considerable easing of this situa-
tion. The AFMC also possesses anpther significant and perhaps crucial 
advantage - it is the only form that allows the integral to be cast into a 
form involving predominantly non-negative terms in several dimensions 
(see equation (11.2)). For the Feynman path integral of Eq. (11.5), the 
sign of the integrand is path dependent in more than one-dimension due 
to the antisymrnetric nature of particle interchange. 
Comparison of exact ground state and mean-field solutions is a rich 
testing ground for approximation methods presently utilized in many-
body physics. Questions concerning the validity of the SPA approximation 
and the appropriate choices for the effective interaction in the mean-field 
equations can be investigated. Three-dimensional systems have more 
freedom than their one-dimensional counterparts, including phase transi-
tions and the breakdown of mean-field theory near critical points. How-
ever, the scale of computations means that the treatment of realistic 
potentials will be extremely time consuming. For multidimensional sys-
tems, the AFMC approach lies at the limit of presently available computer 
facilities. The development of more powerful stochastic techniques for 
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many-fermion problems therefore remains a major conceptual challenge 
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Figures and Tables 
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Table 1. Energy contributions for the delta function potential correspond-
ing to the Goldstone diagrams in Figure 1. C is the number of closed 
loops, I the nwnber of interactions. The order of the energy contribution 
is A C-1+2. 
Diagram c I Order Energy 
SPA 2 1 A3 
A2 
~ -A 2(A -1) ~2/ 24 
n=1 1 1 
n=2 2 2 A2 -0.9956A (A -1) V0
2/ 24 
RPA c c A2 rema1n1ng A2 energy 
contribution 
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Table 2. Parameters for systems of A bosons, delta function interaction. 
The mesh is defined by N D.t x (M -1) D.x, the harmonic oscillator by the 
frequency 0 with corresponding length r c.m. and the random walk by the 
step size D.a yielding an acceptance ratio of Race. Energies are calculated 
every Tcorr trajectories from trajectory vi to v1 . I\ is the nontrivial eigen-
value of the potential. 
A 6 6 10 10 20 20 
D.t 1.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.05 0.10 (xlo-25s) 
N 125 50 160 120 160 130 
D.x (fm) 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.04 
M 30 30 30 30 30 30 
t!l (MeV) 25 25 25 25 25 25 
"A (MeV) -25.40 -25.40 -39.08 -39.08 -41.26 -41.26 
rc.m. (fm) 0.52 0.52 0.41 0.41 0.29 0.29 
D. a 5.0 3.0 3.2 2.1 3.5 2.4 
Race 0.55 0.56 0.55 0.58 0.55 0.55 
Tcorr 25 25 20 20 25 25 (trajectories) 
lJ· 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 ~ (trajectories) 
lJJ 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 (trajectories) 
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Table 3. Parameters for A spin-isospin degenerate fermionsl exponential 
potential interaction. The mesh is defined by N !J.t x (M -1) !J.x I the har-
monic oscillator by the frequency 0 with length r c.m. I and the random 
walk by the step size /J.u yielding an acceptance ratio of Race. Energies are 
calculated every Tcorr trajectories from trajectory vi to v1 . The trial 
wavefunction is specified to be either the harmonic oscillator (g) or the 
delta function (c) basis with parameter b =1/ (3. 
A 4 4 4 8 8 12 12 · 
!J.t (x1 o-25s) 20.0 40.0 40.0 2.5 5.0 2.5 5.0 
N 50 70 70 140 100 160 100 
~x (fm) 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
M 40 40 40 50 50 70 70 
tO. (Mev) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
rc.m. (fm) 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.72 0.72 0.59 0.59 
Trial 
wavefunction g g c g g g g 
b (fm) 1.4 1.4 0.9 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.6 
IJ.u 8.0 6.0 5.5 14.0 11.0 12.0 8.0 
Race 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.55 0.55 0.51 0.50 
'Tcorr 
(trajectories) 25 25 25 25 25 25 20 
1J · 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 't (trajectories) 
1Jf 
(trajectories) 6000 6000 6000 6000 3000 3000 3000 
- 101 -
Table 4. Variational energies for A particles, exponential potential 
interaction. EA refers to the energy of A particles for the Hermite-
Gaussian (HG) or the Hartree delta function potential (HD) trial 
wavefunction with length parameter b = 1/ {3. The harmonic oscillator is 
not included in the variational determination of {3. 
A Trial b E4 Ea E12 Harmonic wave function (frh) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) Oscillator (MeV) 
4 HG 1.4 -36.4 - - 0.8 
4 HD 0.9 -35.8 - - -
8 HG 1.3 -36.3 -98.3 - 1.5 
12 HG 1.6 -36.2 -98.3 -168.5 3.1 
- 102-
Table 5. Parameters for A= 10 bosons, exponential potential interaction. 
The mesh is defined by N l:::.t x (M -1) l:::.x, the harmonic oscillator by the 
frequency 0 with length rc.m., and the random walk by the step size !::.a 
yielding an acceptance ratio of Race. Energies are calculated every T corr 
trajectories from trajectory vi to v1 . The harmonic oscillator trial func-
tion paramet er is b = 1/ {3. The importance sampling schemes used are 






7Jq ~ 7]~n · w.l 
D.t (x1o-25s) 5.0 5.0 
N 160 140 
b.x (fm) 0.15 0.15 
.lJ 64 64 
1!1(MeV) 10.0 10.0 
rc.m. (fm) 0.65 0.65 
b (fm) 1.5 1.5 
Nq 
all space points 10 changed 
I:::. a 8.5 27.0 
Race 0.53 0.56 
Tcorr 40 40 (trajectories) 
lJ· 1000 1000 ~ (trajectories) 
v, 
(trajectories) 3000 3000 
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Table 6. Parameters for A= 12 spin-isospin degenerate fermions, exponen-
tial potential interaction. The mesh is defined by N D.t x (M -1) D.x, the 
harmonic oscillator by the frequency 0 with length rc.m., and the random 
walk by the step size D.a yielding an acceptance ratio of Race. Energies are 
calculated every Tcorr trajectories from trajectory vi to v1 . The harmonic 
oscillator trial function parameter is b = 1/ (3. The importance sampling 
schemes used are indicated, with only the lowest Nq frequencies involved 
in the random walk. 
- 105-
Spatial Momentum Momentum 
importance importance importance 
sampling sampli!l~ sampling 
1J ~ (J~n 1Jq ~ 1 q q 
D.t (x1 o-25s) 2.5 2.5 2.5 
N 160 100 120 
6.x (fm) 0.20 0.22 0.22 
M 70 64 64 
t!)(MeV) 10.0 10.0 10.0 
rc.m. (fm) 0.59 0.59 0.59 
b (fm) 1.6 1.6 1.6 
Nq 
all space points 10 10 changed 
D. a 12.0 32.0 16.0 
Race 0.51 0.52 0.52 
Tcorr 25 125 18 (trajectories) 
ZJ· 1000 1000 1000 t (trajectories) 
v, 
(trajectories) 3000 3000 3000 
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Table 7. Parameters for A =4 fermions l attractive and repulsive exponen-
tial potential interaction. The mesh is defined by N fj,t x (M -1) D.x I the 
harmonic oscillator by the frequency 0 with length rc .m. I and the random 
walk by the step size D.a yielding an acceptance ratio of Race. Energies are 
calculated every Tcorr trajectories from trajectory vi to v1 . The harmonic 
oscillator trial function parameter is b = 1/ {3. The importance sampling 
schemes used are indicated, with only the lowest Nq frequencies involved 
in the random walk. Vadd in the strength of the additional potential 





7Jq ~ Uinit 
~t (x1 o-24s) 1.0 1.0 
N 100 100 
l:1x (fm) 0.08 0.09 
M 150 128 
tfl(MeV) 2.0 2.0 
rc.m. (fm) 2.3 2.3 
b (fm) 1.3 1.3 
Nq - 15 
~u 3.5 3.0 
Race 0.54 0.52 
Tcorr 45 30 (trajectories) 
Vi 1000 1000 (trajectories) 
( traje~lories) 3000 
3000 
.. 
Vadd (MeV) -200 -200 
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Jl']gure L The Goldstone diagram expansion for the energy of the della 
function polcntial system. Table 1 gives the order and values of the 
energy contributions from each diagram. 
0----o + E;> + 
SPA n =I n=2 
- 109-
Figure 2. The energy auLocorrelu.Lion function (6.6) versus trajectory 
number for u. system of 10 bosons interacting via the delta funcUon 
polential. The correlation length is defined to be the number of trajec-
Lories al which the function drops to less than 0.1. Parameters are given 
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J:i'jgurc 3. E(T) for 6 bosons, della function interaction. EH = -259.19 1s 
Lhe Harlrcc energy and E0 = -350.36 the exact ground state energy, 
including the center-of-rr:.ass har1nonic oscillator. T1No size Li1ne steps are 
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Figure 1-. E(T) for 10 bosons, della function interaction. EH = -1399.61 is 
the Hartree energy and E0 = -1698.14 the exact ground stale energy, 
including lhe cenler-of-ma.ss harmonic oscillator. Two size Lime steps are 
used: a= 1.0xl0-25s fu1d 6.=0.5x10-25s. Paramelers are given in Table 2. 
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Figure 5. E(T) for a 20 bosons, delta fw.-r:ction interaction. EH = -12175.6 
is the Harlree energy and E0 = -13776.3 the exact ground sLate energy, 
including Lhe center-of-mass harrnonic oscillator. Two size tirne steps are 
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F'igurc G. PJoL of ln[E(T)-E'o/ EH-Eo] for 10 bosons, della function 
inleraclion. Two size Lime steps are used: o = l.Oxlo-25s and 
~=0.5xl0-25s. The doltcd line sho·ws the relaxation due to the energy gap 
belvieen lhe ground and lhe firsl excited slate. The second relaxation 
due to the center-of-mass oscillator, is indicated by the dashed line. 
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Figure 7. The wavefunciion for 10 bosons interacting via the della func-
tion polenUal is shown for the time step size tJ.t = 0.5xl0-25s after 0 (tria] 
\\-ave function), 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 evolntion sleps. The results are 
averaged over trajectories 1000-2000, compuled every 25 trajectories. 
Paramelers are given in Table 2. For clarity, the \Yavefw1ctions at le.ter 
time slices are shjfted up and to the right as indicated by the zero1ng 










Figure 8. Sigma field for the de]ta function potenU al. The a field for 10 
bosons is sho'i\'n for Lhe size b.t = 0.5x10-25s after 0 (trial a field), 20, 40, 
GO, 80, 100 evolution steps. The results are averaged over trajectories 
1000-2000, computed every 25 trajectories. Parameters are given in Tab]e 
2. For clarity, the fields at later time slices are shifted up and to the right 


















Ji'jgurc 9. E(T) for 4 spin-isospin degenerate fermions, exponential paten-
tial interuclion . Evar = -35.8iUe V is lhe variational energy plus non-
selfconsisLent cenler-of-mass harmonic oscillator. Two size time steps 
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figure 10. E(T) for 4 spin-isospin degenerate fermions, exponential paten-
lial interaclion. Evar = -35.8JUe V is the variation al energy plus non-
selfconsislenl cenler-of-rna ss harmonic oscillator . Tvro different initial 
conditions are used: o = harmonic oscillator basis and fj, = della funclion 
basis with lhe size of the time step 4.0x 10-24s in both ca::::es. Parameters 
-34 
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F'igurc 11. E(T) for 8 spjn-isospin degenerate ferrnions, exponentioJ potcn-
lic:..l irrlcraclion. Evu.r = -96.5Jle V is lhe variational energy plus non-
selfconsistcnt cenler-of-mass harmonic oscillator. Two size tirne steps 
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Figure 12. E(T) for 12 spin-jsospin degenerate fermions, e}..rponcntial 
potential intcrac Uon. Evar = -164.4.Jie V is the variational energy plus 
non-sclfconsis~enl cenler-of-n1ass harmonic oscillator. TYro size time 













Figure 13. Typicnl autocorrelation function for 12 spin-isospin degen-
e:-ale fermions, exponential potential intcraclion. This exarnple is for 30 
lime steps of size 5.0x10-25s. The correlation lenglh is defined to be the 
number of lrajeclories at ·wl:.ich lhe function drops to less than .1. 
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Figure 11. The three orbital wavefunciions for 12 spin-isospin degenerate 
fermions interacting via an exponential potential are shown for the size 
t:.t = 2. 5x 1 o-25s after 0 (trial wave function), 40, 80 , and 120 evolution 
steps . The resulls are averaged over trajectories 1000-2000, computed 
every 25 trajectories. Parameters are given in Table 3. For clc.rily, the 
\v-avefunctions at later tirne slices are shilled up and to the right as indi-
cated by the zeroing base line for each. 
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Figure 15. Cornparison of E(T) for spo.lial and momentum space impor-
Lance sampling for a systen1 of 10 bosons, exponential potential inlerac-
tion. The points o = spatial sampling "\vhile !:l = Fourier decornposition 
sampling -;,vith frequency importance sampling given by the initia] condi-
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Figure 16. E(T) for 12 spin-isospin degenerate fermions exponential 
potential interaction. The o points are identical to Figure 12, and the D. 
and the diamond points show Fourier decomposition sampling with 1/ q 
and uniform frequency importance sampling respectively. All three use a 
time step of 2.5x10-25s. Parameters are given in Table 6. 
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F!gurc 17. Energy aulccorrelaLi.on function for 12 spin-isospin degenerate 
ferraions inleracling via an exponcnLial polenlial using Fourier decompo-
sition san1pling ·wilh unilorm f.r equency importance sampling. This plot is 
for 30 li.me steps of size 2.5x 1 o-25s. The correlation length is defii1ed to be 
the number of trajectories at which the function drops to less thc.n 0.1. 
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Figure lB. The lhree orbilal wavefunctions for 12 spin-isospin degenerate 
fern1ions inlert.l.cling via exponential potential are shov·1n for 
D.t = 2.5xl0-25s afler 0 (trial wavefnnclion), 40, 80, and 120 evolution 
sleps. The resulls are averaged over trajectories 1000-2000, computed 
every 25 trajectories. In this case the changes in the sigma field are per-
formed v.ith Fourier deco1nposition importance sampli.1g ·with uniforrn 
weighLL.'lg. Paran1elers are given in Table 6. For clarity, the wavefunctions 
aL later time slices are shifted up and to the right as indicated by the 
zeroing base line for each. 
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Figure 19. The combined CJ field for 12 spin-isospin degenerate fcrmions 
inleracling viu an exponential potential is shovrn for the size 
tlt = 2.5x10-25s after 0 (lrinl sigma field), 40, 80, and 120 evolution steps. 
The results are averaged over trajectories 1000-2000, computed every 25 
trajectories. In this case, the changes in the sigma field are performed 
wilh Fourier decomposition importance sampling -with uniform ·Neighting. 
Parameters are given in Table 6. For clarity, the fields at later time slices 
are shifted up and to the right as indicated by the zeroing base line for 




Figure 20. The one-body potential for 12 spin-isospin degenerate fermions 
interacting via an exponential polential is shown for b.t = 2.5x10-25s after 
0 (initial one-body potential), 40, 80, and 120 evolution steps. The results 
ere averaged over trajectories 1000-2000, computed every 25 trajec-
tories. In Lh.is case the changes in lhe u field are performed 'r\ith Fourier 
decomposition ilnportance sampling Yrith Wl.iiorm ·weighting. Parameters 
are given in Table 6. For clarity, the fields at later time slices are shifted 
up and to the right as i..11dicaLed by the zeroing base line for each. Error 
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Fjgurc 22. E(T) for 4 fermions interacling via a corobined attractive and 
repulsive exponential potentioJ. The time slep sizes are :o = l.Ox10-26s 
\Vith the changes in the a field performed using Fourier decomposition 
i...rnporlance sampling given by the initial condition and 6=2. 51 o-26s using 
spatial sa1npling. Parameters are given in Table 7 . 
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Figure 23. Energy auLoc.orrelaUon funcUon for 4 fermions interacUng via 
a co1nbincd altrc.ctive and repulsive exponential polential Y{ith Fourier 
decompo~ilion importance sampling using the inilial condiLion. This plot 
is for 39 lime steps of size 2.5xlo .. - 25s. The correlation length is defined lo 
be the number of trajectories at which the function drops to less than 
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Figure 2·1. The four orbital wavefuncli.ons for 4 fermions interacting ··lia a 
cowbined attractive and repulsive exponential potential are sho1·-rn for 
b..t = l.Oxl o-2-1s after 0 (trial wavefunction), 10 and 20 evolution steps. 
The results are averaged over trajectories 1000-2000, computed every 30 
trajectories. The changes in the u field are performed with Fourier 
decomposition importance sampling given by the initial condition. 
Pararnelers are given in Table ?. For clarity, the wavefunctions at later 
lime slices are shifted up and to the right as indicated by the zeroL.~g 
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Figure 25. The one- body potential W (x) for 4 ferrnions interacting via a 
sum of an attractive and repulsive exponential potential is shoYvn for the 
size b.t- = l .Oxl0-2-1s after 20 evolution steps. The results are averaged 
over trajectories 1000-2000, computed every 30 trajectories . In this case, 
the changes in the u field are perforr11ed \'vith Fourier decomposition 
Lrnporlance sampling given by the initial condition. Parameters are given 
in Table 7 . For clarity, lhe fields at later time slices are shifted up and to 
the right as indicated by lhe zeroing base line for each. 
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